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The purpose of this study was to describe
naturalistic setting,

in a

how seven physical education

teachers who participated

in the same

implemented an

in their teaching over an

innovation

extended period of

time.

inservice program,

The questions which guided the

study were:
- how did teachers describe their use of the
innovation?
- how did the

innovation evolve for each

teacher?
- what personal and contextual
each teacher's

factors affected

implementation process?

- how did each teacher's use of

the

innovation

compare to the original as

introduced by the

workshop leader?

In an effort to answer these questions,
mode of

inquiry was used to gather data.

inquiry took the form of
observations,

formal and

indicated that

should pay more attention to the
innovation.

of the new
it

is

informal

interviews,

It

first,

staff developers

issue of application of

is not enough to focus on the content

idea that

is

introduced to teachers.

Second,

imperative that follow-up procedures be designed as

part of

the

Third,
physical

inservice effort.
staff developers have to be aware of

and administrative context

innovation

is

introduced.

has to be a part of the
the

This method of

and document analysis.

The results

an

a qualitative

initial

Fourth,

ideal physical settings and,
substantial assistance
teachers

into which the
long term evaluation

inservice effort.

introduction of

the

the

Two years after

innovation,

even

in near

in some cases, with

from an outside consultant,

the

in this study are still struggling with the

implementation process.
Finally,

the

issue of success

in

innovation

implementation needs to be re-examined.

The popular

belief

is successful

is

that

innovation

implementation

vi

if

the

new

idea

is completely adopted by the

study revealed

that

implementation and,
success.

These

alternatives
which

the

desirable.

there are varying
consequently,

teacher,

This

levels of

varying

levels of

levels all constituted substantial

to previous teaching behaviors - alternatives

teachers

found satisfying,

Accordingly,

as a dichotomus

"yes" or

success
"no",

reflecting varying degrees of

vii

useful,

and generally

is best conceived of not

but as a complex continuum
implementation.
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CHAPTER

PROBLEM

STATEMENT

I

AND

BACKGROUND

Statement of the Problem

The clamor for better schools was an integral part
of the turbulent sixties.

During that period the demand

to hold teachers accountable for the practices which
characterized public education were strident and persis¬
tent.

That initial surge of interest produced a corre¬

sponding demand for change in education which fueled a
series of reform efforts.
decades, however,

After almost two and a half

the problem of introducing and sustain¬

ing change in the classroom continues to bewilder change
agents and the people who operate the nation's schools.
The renewed call for school reform during the
eighties has continued to motivate studies which examine
the practical implications of attempts to change education
by influencing the performance of teachers
Anderson,

1982;

Faucette,

(Datta,

1984; Ratliffe, 1984).

1980;
A

natural extension of these investigations has been a grow¬
ing interest in the evaluation of success achieved by such
interventions.
Evaluation studies designed to assess programs aimed
at changing teacher performance require sophisticated
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definitions of what constitutes success.

The competent

design of such evaluations also demands that investigators
have a clear and detailed understanding of what can happen
subsequent to the introduction of an innovation.

The real

context within which success must be judged lies in times
and places often far removed from the original interven¬
tion.

Exactly how the same innovation takes root in dif¬

ferent forms,

in different schools, with different

teachers, over an extended period of time, describes the
reality which evaluation must accommodate.

The present

study will confront both the problem of defining what con¬
stitutes success for a change intervention, and the need
for thick,

longitudinal description of the change process.

Purpose of the Study

The purpose of this study is to describe how several
physical education teachers who participated in the same
inservice program have implemented an innovation in their
teaching over an extended period of time.

Subquestions

Several subquestions will be answered in this study.
They are:

(a)

innovation?,
teacher?,

How do teachers describe their use of the

(b) how did the innovation evolve for each

(c) what personal and contextual factors

3

affected each teacher’s implementation process?, and

(d)

how does each teacher's use of the innovation compare to
the original as introduced by the workshop leader?

Background of the Study

During the summer of 1985, eight public school
elementary physical education teachers and one graduate
student participated in a university sponsored inservice
workshop.

The teachers undertook this assignment for per¬

sonal enrichment and educational credit.

The workshop

focused on new methods for elementary school physical
education.

Over a period of five days, the workshop

leader, a physical education teacher educator at the
university, conducted workshop activities based on materi¬
al drawn from the textbook Children Moving
Holt/Hale, McEwen, & Parker,

(Graham,

1980).

One of the concepts introduced during the workshop
was the Generic Levels of Skill Proficiency.
system used to assess students'
variety of motor skills.

This is a

level of development in a

As a graduate student,

I

par¬

ticipated in the workshop, and observed the exceptional
interest the teachers had in the Generic Levels of Skill
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Proficiency.

They reported that they had never encounter¬

ed a practical method of determining the level of student
development in basic movement skills.

They appeared to be

highly motivated to learn how to use this innovative tech¬
nique in their programs.

These teachers, and their subse¬

quent implementation of the Generic Levels of Skill
Proficiency over a period of three years, were the focus
for this study.

Significance of the Study

This study is significant in five ways.

First,

several definitions of what constitutes "success"
educational

in

innovations have been discussed throughout the

literature.

These definitions of success have dictated

the way in which evaluators of educational innovations
have looked at innovation implementation.

This study will

employ a non-conventional definition derived from previous
pilot research and a special checklist developed by Hall &
Loucks

(1978)

to assess progress in innovation implementa¬

tion .
Second, Sarason

(1971) has discussed the importance

of understanding how contextual factors help, hinder or
change an innovation during the implementation process.
In his view,

these are factors that play an important role
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in the process, yet their function is not clearly under¬
stood .
This study examines an innovation undertaken by
teachers,
levels of support.
workshop provide,

in different settings, with varying
The events that followed the original

in miniature, precisely the kind of

variety and complexity that is typical of most inservice
efforts.

This study, therefore, provides a rich picture

of how individual teachers,

in unique contextual

environments, go about altering the work they do on the
basis of what they learn.
Third, this study was conducted more than two years
after the initial workshop.

Most evaluation studies are

typically conducted soon after the intervention has been
completed

(Popham,

1974).

This study provides us with an

opportunity to understand what happens to an innovation
over a more extended period of time.
Fourth,

there are a few studies in physical education

that examine inservice innovation implementation (Knowles,
1981; Schwager,

1983;

Faucette,

1984).

This study adds to

the small but vital body of knowledge about this process
in the specific context of physical education.
Fifth, although research has repeatedly supported the
contention that a crucial factor in understanding educa¬
tional

I

innovations is to understand the implementation
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process from the perspective of the innovation user
(Rogers,

1962; Carlson,

1965; Maxwell,

have attempted to do this.
qualitative methods,

1983), few studies

This study, through the use of

focused directly on the experiences

of teachers engaged in the process of instructional
change.

Definition of Terms

Change;

Any significant alteration in the status quo

which is intended to benefit the people involved.
(Havelock,

Innovation:

1969)

An idea that is perceived as new by the

intended users.

(Rogers,

1962)

Generic Levels of Skill Proficiency:
assess students'
skills.

A system used to

level of development in basic motor

(Graham, Holt/Hale, McEwen, & Parker,

Innovation Configuration Checklist:

1980)

A tool used to

assess the form that an innovation takes during its actual
use.

(Hall & Loucks,

1981)

Summary of Chapters

Chapter II consists of a review of the literature on
innovation and change.

The first section will trace the

development of the literature on this subject.

The
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second section will examine some of the major approaches
and patterns of evaluation studies in education. The third
section will examine some of the studies on teacher change
and innovation implementation that have been conducted in
physical education, and the final section will look at the
relevance of innovation adaptations.
Chapter III describes the procedures by which this
study will be conducted.

The research population and set¬

ting, the mode of inquiry, and the collection and analysis
of data will be reviewed.
In Chapter IV the data generated in this study will
be presented.

The data will be analyzed and displayed in

four major sections.
pants,

These are profiles of the partici¬

summary of the interviews, summary of the observa¬

tions and document analysis.
Chapter V will present the discussion, summary,
implications, and recommendations.

CHAPTER II

RELATED

LITERATURE

Introduction

In this chapter the literature on innovation and
change will be discussed.
divided into four sections.

This examination will be
Section I traces the develop¬

ment of the literature on innovation and change.

Section

II reviews the major research approaches in evaluation
studies.

Section III examines the studies in physical

education which focus on inservice innovation implementa¬
tion and,

finally, Section IV looks at the relevance of

innovation adaptations.

Section I:

Development of the Literature

The literature on innovation and change is extensive.
In order to make this section more manageable, three
comprehensive reviews will be employed as the basis for an
effort to trace the development of the literature in this
subject area.

These reviews are drawn from the following

sources:
1.

Maxwell, M.L.

(1983).

Innovations in teacher

education in developing countries:
study.

A case

(Doctoral dissertation, University of

9

Massachusetts, Amherst).
Abstracts International,

Dissertation
44

(10),

3036A.

(University Microfilms No. 84-01,017).
2.

Bell, L.A.

(1983).

schools:

Change and resistance in

A systems analysis of the after

effects of a Title IX project.

(Doctoral

dissertation. University of Massachusetts,
Amherst).

3.

Dissertation Abstracts

International,

43 ,

Microfilms No.

82-29,528).

Havelock, R.G.

2508A.

(1969).

(University

Planning for innovation

through dissemination and utilization of
knowledge.

Michigan:

Center for Research

on Utilization of Scientific Knowledge.
I propose to examine these reviews with the following
questions in mind:
defined?,

(a)

(b) what is the framework for discussing

innovation and change?,
defined?

How are innovation and change

(c)

how are success and failure

These questions can help to organize the great

volume of material surveyed in the three source documents.
Answering these questions establishes a common vocabulary,
and familiarizes readers with how researchers, change
agents and evaluators have defined the critical conceptual
elements

in innovation.
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The Basic Definitions of Innovation and Change

One of the most effective ways of highlighting the
trends which emerged when examining the literature on
innovation and change is to look at the definitions pro¬
posed throughout the period covered by the three reviews.
One of the most popular definitions of innovation was
developed in 1962 by Rogers.

He claimed that an innova¬

tion was an idea that was "perceived as new by an individ¬
ual."

(1962, p.

13).

This is a novel view because Rogers

was one of the first persons who examined the situation
from the perspective of the intended user of the innova¬
tion.

Up to this point an innovation was seen as an idea

that was new from the perspective of the person initiating
the program.

This was generally someone other than the

eventual user of the innovation.

Roger's view began a new

trend in the literature which dealt with the users of
innovations within the change process.

This did not occur

immediately, but evolved slowly.
Once the user was established as a central figure in
understanding innovations, Rogers
& Levin

(1963)

and Miles

(1964)

(1962), Katz, Hamilton,

began to look at change as

a process rather than as an event.

Specifically, they

focused on diffusion as a critical factor in the innovation process.

Katz et al.

(1963) defined diffusion as

11

.(1)

acceptance,

(2) over time,

(3) of some specific item...an idea or
practice,

(4) by individuals, groups or

other adopting units,

linked to (5)

specific channels or communication,
to a social structure, and (7)

(6)

to a

given system of values or culture

(p. 237).

It is important to note that Katz believes that the
successful diffusion of an innovation takes place over a
period of time.

This is a shift from the previous belief

that the success of an innovation could be determined soon
after an idea was imparted to a user.
Another important point that Katz' definition high¬
lights is that successful diffusion incorporates more than
just the

individual user of an innovation.

Katz points

out that important components of the process include the
"social structure" and "culture"
and change idea is inserted.

into which the innovation

In other words,

there are

significant aspects of the work place environment that are
not directly under the user's control. These contextual
factors may impinge upon the decision to adopt an innova¬
tion.

In particular, Katz demonstrated that social

context, with all of its many interwoven parts, often con¬
trols whether or not diffusion takes place.
Rogers and Shoemaker

(1971) went one step further to
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describe innovation as a "decision process"

(p. 99).

They outlined four stages in their innovation decision
process,

(a) a knowledge of the innovation,

to use the idea,
and

(d)

(b) persuasion

(c) the decision to use the innovation,

the confirmation stage.

These four stages trace

the innovation process from its initial stage to its
adoption and institutionalization.
In addition to these definitions of innovation and
change, there are several other relevant terms that appear
in the reviews.
tion", and

(c)

These are,

(a)

"adaptation",

"institutionalization."

(b)

Maxwell

"adop¬

(1983)

gives a detailed definition of the latter term which
captures the essential points addressed throughout the
literature.

She describes institutionalization as a

situation where

a majority of adopters are using an
innovation at routine level
a majority of adopters and related
personnel have resolved any concerns
about the management of the innovation,
and a high level of continued financial,
personnel training, material and per¬
sonal support is allocated by the
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social system into which the innovation
has been introduced.

(p.

19)

The other two key terms that appear in the litera¬
ture,

"adoption" and "adaptation", are used throughout the

reviews with varying degrees of precision.

In most

instances the authors take it for granted that the reader
understands what they mean when they use these terms.

It

is implied that the adoption of an innovation means that
the user completely accepts the innovation idea.

Users

demonstrate that they took the innovation idea and
transferred it in its unchanged entirety to their
situation.

Adaptation of an idea, however, appears to

mean that the user accepts and uses the innovation with
minor modifications which leave the main idea intact.
These definitions have influenced the innovation and
change literature.

They form the explicit or tacit con¬

ceptual basis for the work of the researchers, program
evaluators and scholars who are reviewed in the three
documents.
Maxwell

This flow of definitions from Rogers

(1962) to

(1983) highlights the concern that researchers and

authors have had with the process through which an innova¬
tion passes, a process that ranges from initiation of an
idea to its institutionalization.
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The Framework

An
in

for Discussion

important key

these studies

is

to understanding the work

to differentiate among

that were discussed.
of

the different

hoped

to gain

reviewed

the variables

These variables give some

researchers'

insights

indication

perspectives and how they

into the

innovation and change

process.
Over the

two decades

three reviews,

there were several

important variables of
discussed.

Bell

focus were made
variables and
top-down,

(1960 -

(b)

shifts

suggested that these shifts

(a)

single variables

linear and

literature where

the

the examples

individual users or even the

characteristics of

the

the

and political

(Cohen

itself.

The trend

complex multiple variables appears

interacting

have an

innovation

studies,

in

focus was on such things as

characteristics of

Several

inter¬

accommodation of participants.

Bell described single variables as

ways.

in

to multiple

to a concept which presumed non-linear

toward more

in the

in how the

from a model of change as

action and mutual

the

encompassed

innovation and change were

(1982)
from

1980)

for example,

role system

in subtle

were concerned with

in schools.

The

leadership

structure of organizations were shown to

important
& Gadon,

influence on

1978;

innovation and change

Francisco,

1979;

Sergiovanni,
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1979).

Increasingly,

the

idea was explored that an

innovation could no longer be looked at
must be examined
Smith and Keith
(1971)

in

isolation, but

in the context of school organization.
(1971)

and Gross,

Giacquinta and Bernstein

conducted case studies which demonstrated that the

culture of the school

itself

is an

important ingredient in

the adoption of an innovation.
Bell also noted that there was a shift

in focus away

from the early research where change was conceived as a
process

that began at the

top and proceeded

in a

linear

fashion down through levels of the social organization to
the classroom teacher.

In later years,

change was more often conceived of as
linear,

found that

interactive and non

an organizational process best described as mutual

accommodation.

Teachers,

initiate opportunities
modify administrative
changes

Bell

for example, may seek and

for

innovation,

initiatives,

resist or

or negotiate needed

in support systems or school organization.

Early efforts to initiate change often were
duced at the
tion,

the

top of organizations.

innovations that were

often efforts that were
based.

in schools were

federally funded and university

As Carlson

model of externally

In the case of educa¬

initiated

This occurred very often

early sixties.

intro¬

(1965)

in the late
explained,

fifties and
the top-down

imposed change caused many innovation
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attempts

to fail.

As a result of repeated

failure the

focus was shifted from top level administration to the
actual adopters.

These were the people who would event¬

ually determine the outcome of the
clear that their needs,

innovation.

It was

expectations and views must be

considered.
These were some of
presented and discussed
give some

the changes

in the reviews.

indication of how the

altered by shifting conceptual
time.

The next step

failure of

was handled

in the reviews.

the

Definitions of Success and

literature

work done
of an

is

focus of studies was
frameworks over a period of
in which

innovation and change process

Failure

filled with examples of very detailed

to ensure

innovation.

These changes

is to look at the ways

success and

The

in how innovation was

the successful
Consequently,

implementation

it

is

important to under¬

stand how different researchers define success and
failure.
Several authors and researchers defined success as
the achievement of compatibility between culture and an
innovation

(Katz et al.

1963 ;

Miles,

These researchers believed that,
tional

innovation,

1964 ;

Sarason,

1971).

in the case of educa¬

there were variables

in the context of
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the school that affected the implementation of the
innovation.

These variables were often ignored by change

agents who were working with teachers toward adoption of
the innovation.

This often caused dissonance between the

school culture and the innovation which,
the implementation process.

in turn, hampered

Most of the studies conducted

did not volunteer such a direct definition, but did out¬
line contextual conditions which would enhance or hinder
the change process.
A specific expression of the general trend toward a
context/compatibility definition of success was recogni¬
tion of school culture as a complex social grouping.
Rogers

(1962),

for example, believed that one person

adopting an innovation did not indicate that the innova¬
tion had been institutionalized.

For this to occur, the

innovation had to be shared with many others and be
accommodated in a variety of role definitions.

Only in so

doing, could change truly be diffused throughout the
system.
Sarason

(1971)

also equated success with the ability

to design and introduce an innovation that is grounded in
the realities of the host.
supported the same idea
Giaquinta and Bernstein,

Other researchers have

(Smith and Keith,

1971; Gross,

1971; and Fullan, Miles and

18

Taylor,

1980), making it a now nearly universal assumption

about success.
Another shift was toward more explicit definitions of
desired outcomes in innovation implementation where
researchers were beginning to explain, in more detail,
what measures they were using to evaluate this process.
Most researchers discovered that successful innovations
take place over a relatively long period of time.
(1964)

Mort

says it best when he defines change as "evolution

rather than revolution".

In 1964, Miles proposed that

failure to implement innovations occurred because of the
concentration on innovation characteristics rather than on
the innovation process.

Berman and McLaughlin

(1974)

supported this position and further indicated that
previous researchers had not emphasized what happened
after a school made the decision to adopt.
In the Rand Study, Berman and McLaughlin

(1974)

pointed to three factors that affect the success or
failure of an innovation.

These were school level,

teaching years and teacher beliefs.

The researchers

involved in this study discovered that different school
levels afford different success opportunities.

They

discovered that success was often more difficult at the
secondary level.

They speculated that this might be

because of the content-oriented style of teaching at this
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level.

This study also noted that the greater the number

of years that someone has been teaching correlates
negatively with the implementation of an innovation.
Finally,

these researchers discovered that teachers who

believe in their own power and ability to effect change
usually are more successful.

These teachers tend to

attempt an innovation even when they are isolated in this
intent within their school system.
In summary, despite a growing recognition that school
change is anchored in a complex social network, and the
identification of several key factors within that context¬
ual fabric, reviewers,

researchers and program evaluators

have not adopted clear definitions of success and failure.
Instead,

they give prominence to particular kinds of

\

observed events, and in so doing provide indirect clues as
to what they mean by successful or unsuccessful outcomes
of the innovation and change process.

The majority of

writers do appear to have taken it for granted that
success of an innovation is synonymous with the complete
adoption of the new idea.
Mort

(1964), Sarason

A small number, most notably

(1971) and Hall

(1978), however,

examined the phenomenon of adaptation.

They recognized

that this was another way to define success in the change
process.

This alternative will be the major topic in

Section IV of this chapter.
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Section II

This section deals with the major research approaches
used in evaluation studies in education.

The strengths

and weaknesses of these approaches will be discussed.

Major Research Approaches in Evaluation Studies

House

(1980) has categorized the major techniques

used in formal evaluation studies aimed at educational
programs.

For the purpose of the present review, research

methods in four of these categories will be discussed.
These are, a)

system analysis,

behavioral objectives, and d)
System analysis.

b) decision making, c)
case study (p.

23).

In this approach quantitative data

is collected from a limited number of measures.

The

differences in these measures are then used to indicate
some positive or negative evaluation of a program.

In an

educational innovation used to improve the mathematical
performance of elementary school children, achievement
test scores may be the indicator used to evaluate the
success of the program.

This type of evaluation often

employs experimental or quasi-experimental design and
inferential statistics.

Some educational researchers make

strong claims that this is the only scientific form of
program evaluation

(House,

1980).
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This approach is appropriate when outcomes that are
being measured can be reduced to a few possibilities and
when it can be established that there is a simple causeand-effect relationship among the variables.

This, how-

ever* poses a difficult problem when evaluating educa¬
tional innovations.

Programs developed to produce change

are often implemented in complex social situations which
are not easily described by a limited set of quantitative
indicators.
Finally,

system analysis accommodates only the

reality perceived as relevant by the evaluator.

This

particular version of what is true about the system
usually excludes the perspectives and interests of those
participating in the programs at the grassroots level,
most notably teachers, students and parents.
Decision making.

In this approach the evaluation is

structured by the actual decision to be made
1969).

(Stufflebeam,

For example, whether or not to retain a particular

innovation may be conceived as an administrative decision
to be based upon evaluation of a trial effort.

This type

and level of decision to be made must be identified and
the criteria for each choice must be outlined.

These

would serve as the basis for the evaluation design used by
the investigator to collect, analyze and report the data.
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The main advantage of this approach is that it gen¬
erates the data and information that are most useful to
the decision-maker.

This, on the other hand, means that

during the evaluation, special consideration is given to
the decision-maker (usually the administrator of the
program) who may elect to limit the scope of inguiry.
This may compromise the results, and certainly places the
evaluator in the position of serving the interest of pro¬
gram administrators as opposed to other parties involved
in program change.
Behavioral objectives.
promoted by Tyler

This model was heavily

(1950) who wanted to identify

educational goals in terms of pre- specified student
behaviors.

In this approach, the evaluator would ask the

participants to provide a behavioral outline of the goals
of the program. The evaluator would then decide,
data collected,

if these goals had been achieved.

from the
The

difference between the stated goals and the findings would
be the measure of the program's failure to achieve an
ideal level of success.
This method of evaluation does have a great deal of
face validity.

Once removed from their natural context,

however, behavioral statements of desired educational out¬
comes have always been troublesome to educators.

A

learning objective can involve complicated behaviors which
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are not easily described by just listing the behavioral
components.

Defining the expected outcomes of an

educational program is vastly more difficult than
identifying the desired student consequences for a simple
skill lesson.

Case study.

According to House

(1980),

this approach

focuses on the program process and how the participants
view the program.
qualitative.

The approach is almost entirely

Interviews and observations are conducted

with a variety of people who are

involved with the program

to get their individual perspectives on what they think of
the program.

Inherent in this approach is a belief that

there are several "truths"

in any situation and that

reality is a function of position within a social
structure.
The wealth of

information that

approach far exceeds any other.

is generated by this

It allows for several

different points of view and represents the interest of
all parties

involved in the program.

The major problems,

on the other hand, are those which attend all naturalistic
study.

These

include both logistic demands

access to sources,

(obtaining

time investment, data management,

complex analysis procedures)

and the great reliance which

must be placed on the evaluator's consistency of
perspective and

interpretive skills.

In the final
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analysis, however rich the picture provided by a case
study,

some clients remain uneasy when an evaluation

report does not put "objective" quantitative data at the
heart of a success/nonsuccess determination.

Section III:

Physical Education Innovations

The problem of innovation implementation and teacher
change has also become an issue in inservice physical
education programs.

During the eighties, despite the

general scarcity of any serious inservice effort in the
area, some attention to these particular topics has
emerged in the physical education literature.

This has

ranged from expression of concern about the change agent's
role in the implementation process

(Anderson,

1982)

to

reporting research on teacher concerns about implementing
an innovation

(Knowles,

1981).

One of the earlier studies on inservice physical
education innovation implementation was conducted by
Knowles and Hord

(1981).

In this study, the investigators

used some of the tools developed in the Concerns-Based
Adoption Model

(CBAM)

(Hall, Wallace & Dossett,

1973) to

understand, describe and assess the implementation of an
innovation.

Knowles and Hord conducted an inservice

physical education program "to prepare teachers to
individualize instruction in physical education as
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specified by PL 94-142"
study were

(p.

26).

The participants in this

involved in a four month inservice training

program.
The two CBAM tools used by Knowles and Hord were the
Stages of Concern and the
Concern

instrument

concerns

Levels of Use.

The Stages of

is used to describe the kinds of

that an innovation user may experience, over a

period of time,

regarding the

The participants

innovation

(see Figure

in this study took the Stages of Concern

test before and after the training program.
workshop scores
the

1).

The pre¬

indicated that the teachers were mostly at

0-2 stages while the post-workshop scores clustered

at the

3-5 stages.

interviews,

From these scores and subseguent

Knowles and Hord were able to construct a

detailed picture of

the

teachers had about the

feelings that participating
implementation process.

These

results could then be used to illuminate the observed
levels of

implementation for the

Accordingly,
Hord was

innovation.

the second CBAM tool used by Knowles and

the Levels of Use

instrument

(see

Figure

2).

This tool permits the evaluator to describe how partici¬
pant behavior changes as
skillful

in

they become more familiar and

their use of the

innovation.

procedure developed by Hall and

Loucks

An

(1978)

interview
was used to

administer the pre- and post-workshop interviews that
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6

REFOCUSING: The focus is on exploration of more
universal benefits from the innovation, includ¬
ing the possibility of major changes or replace¬
ment with a more powerful alternative. Individ¬
ual has definite ideas about alternatives to the
proposed or existing form of the innovation.

5

COLLABORATION: The focus is on coordination and
cooperation with others regarding use of the
innovation.

4

CONSEQUENCE: Attention focuses on impact of the
innovation on students in his/her immediate
sphere of influence. The focus is on relevance
of the innovation for students, evaluation of
student outcomes, including performance and com¬
petencies, and changes needed to increase stu¬
dent outcomes.

3

MANAGEMENT: Attention is focused on the pro¬
cesses and tasks of using the innovation and the
best use of information and resources. Issues
related to efficiency, organizing, managing,
scheduling, and time demands are utmost.

2

PERSONAL: Individual is uncertain about the
demands of the innovation, his/her role with the
innovation. This includes analysis of his/her
role in relation to the reward structure of the
organization, decision-making structures of per¬
sonal commitment. Financial or status implica¬
tions of the program for self and colleagues may
also be reflected.

1

INFORMATIONAL: A general awareness of the inno¬
vation and interest in learning more detail about
it is indicated. The person seems to be unwor¬
ried about himself/herself in relation to the
innovation. He/she is interested in substantive
aspects of the innovation in a selfless manner
such as general characteristics, effects, and re¬
quirements for use.

0

AWARENESS: Little concern about or involvement
with the innovation is indicated.

Impact

Task

Self

Unrelated

Figure 1.

Stages of concern about the innovation.

Note. From "The Concerns-Based Adoption Model: Tools for Planning,
Personalizing, and Evaluating a Staff Development Program" by Knowles &
Hord, 1981, Journal of Teaching in Physical Education,
(1), p. 30.
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Levels of Use

Behavioral Indices of Level

VI Renewal

The user is seeking more effective alter¬
natives to the established use of the
innovation.

V Integration

The user is making deliberate efforts to
coordinate with others in using the inno¬
vation.

IVB Refinement

The user is making changes to increase
outcomes.

IVA Routine

The user is making a few or no changes
and has established pattern of use.

III Mechanical Use

The user is using the innovation in a
poorly coordinated manner and is making
user-oriented changes.

II Preparation

The user is preparing to use the innova¬
tion.

I Orientation

The user is seeking out information about
the innovation.

0 Nonuse

No action is being taken with respect to
the innovation.

Figure 2.
Note.

Levels of use of the innovation:

typical behaviors.

From "The Concerns-Based Adoption Model: Tools for Planning,
Personalizing, and Evaluating a Staff Development Program" by Knowles &
Hord, 1981, Journal of Teaching in Physical Education, 1 (1), p. 34.
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determined the Levels of Use score for each teacher.

The

pre-workshop data generated from these interviews were
used to provide the workshop leaders with information on
the needs of the individual teachers while the post¬
workshop scores were used to evaluate the effect of the
inservice program.
This study is important because it provides physical
education innovation developers, change agents and
evaluators with a complete model for implementing and
evaluating an inservice innovation.

The tools employed in

this study were used to provide a concrete measure of what
the teachers learned and how much they changed their
teaching behavior.

The resulting data do not, however,

allow reliable prediction of whether participants will
maintain changes, over an extended period of time, once
they are disconnected from the inservice process and
return to the routine of work in their various schools.
One way around this limitation is to conceive of the
change agent as a permanent

(or, at least,

supporter for innovation users.

Anderson,

long term)
for example,

has described his work as a program evaluator who
developed a Physical Education Program Development Center.
This inservice model was based on a long term commitment
made by a university-based staff to the affiliated
schools.

It is important to note that this model evolved
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as a collaborative effort based on the interaction of the
change agent and the innovation users.
Anderson

(1982)

found that as a change agent,

it was

more profitable to focus on program development when
working with groups of teachers who were trying to
implement an innovation, than to focus on developing the
instructional skills of individual teachers.

He is

supported in this perspective by Lieberman and Miller
(1978).

This represents a sharp change away from the

traditional attitude of the change agent who enters a
situation thinking that their function is to correct
deficiencies that the teachers may have.

In a situation

where program development rather than teacher development
is the focus of the inservice model, the underlying
assumption of change agents is that their role involves
fostering a "helping relationship" through which they can
support the user of the innovation.
The theoretical model that Anderson proposed was
based on this relationship between change agent and
innovation user.

Anderson's three component model is

represented in Figure 3.
and Trust,

The first component, Respect

is the product of several deliberate tactics.

The most straightforward of these is the simple investment
of time.

Change agents and inservice teachers must get to
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know each other, and there is no quick substitute for
spending time together in the workplace.
Anderson also believes that mutual respect has to be
developed between the user and the change agent.

This is

often a new role for change agents who traditionally have
considered themselves to be the "experts" trying to
correct some deficiency in a teacher.

In Anderson's model

the change agent has to enter this relationship with a
"readiness to respect the ideas, the work, the problems,
and the person of the teacher"

(p.

17).

Finally, Anderson states that the emerging relation¬
ship between change agent and innovation user must evolve
to reciprocal trust.

Anderson thinks that each party

must believe that the other will do their best.

In his

work over the past six years, Anderson recognizes that
some of the teachers associated with the Center have not
yet arrived at this stage of mutual trust.
sequence

The con¬

is a direct limitation on what can be accomplish¬

ed to influence the work of these individuals.
The second component of Anderson's model is Teacher
Ownership.

His definition of teacher ownership makes it

a synonym for Innovation User Ownership, as used in this
review.

In Anderson's model the innovation users are the

inservice teachers.

Several previous researchers have

discovered that innovations are more likely to be
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institutionalized if teachers have a significant role in
the development and implementation of the innovation
(McLaughlin and March, 1978; Pankratz & Martray, 1981).
Accordingly, Anderson and his colleagues have encouraged
their inservice teachers to select and plan implementation
of their own innovations.
One of the significant results of this tactic is that
the change agents found that teachers often knew what
changes needed to be made and, further, already had the
resources needed to bring about these changes.

The

primary contribution of university personnel was "to
create an atmosphere that values and supports the efforts
of the teachers"

(p.

18.).

In sharp contrast are the occasions in which the
Center's change agents attempted to persuade teachers to
buy into some of their own ideas for innovation.

Anderson

reported that projects begun in this fashion were
invariably more difficult to implement.

Some of these

imposed innovations have failed outright, while others
persist only with great difficulty.
The last major component in the Anderson model is
Long Term Commitment and Persistant Support.

Worthwhile

innovation and change implementation in physical education
takes a long time.

Katz et al.

(1963) also has addressed

this issue of time required for successful implementation.
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Anderson discovered that an innovation which took root in
the spring semester did not necessarily continue in the
following fall semester.

Even the brief summer discon¬

tinuity in support allowed the fragile implant to wither
or become lost in the pressures of a new academic year.
This scenario is supported by the literature which shows
that the quick movement of change agents into a school to
sell an innovation, followed by a quick departure, rarely
produces lasting results.

Anderson suggests that "a more

appropriate model for change would be one that binds the
outside change agent to the implementation and sustenance
of the change"
Schwager

(p. 18).
(1983)

served as a resource person and

change agent in the Program Development Center directed by
Anderson.

In her doctoral dissertation she attempted to

document, describe and assess the impact of the project on
affiliated school districts.

Through both qualitative

and quantitative techniques, Schwager collected data
which she examined with reference to four aspects of the
project.

These were actual program changes, student

achievement, assessment of competency-based education, and
assessment of project activities.
Actual Program Changes.

Schwager reported that the

teachers involved made all the decisions about the
programs to be developed and implemented.

These
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selections appear to be based either on the teacher's
desire to do something new, or on their dissatisfaction
with what they were presently doing.
Student Achievement.

The teachers also decided which

assessment measures they would use as a criterion of
success.

The most common selections were skill and

fitness tests which could be used in a pre/post evaluation
design.
Assessment Of Competency-Based Education.

Schwager

discovered that this method of program development was
highly supported by the district administration because of
its potential for a high level of accountability.

The

teachers liked the system, but objected to the time and
effort that the repeated large scale student assessment
required.
Assessment Of Project Activities.

The teachers were

most highly supportive of the workshops, project
director's visits, and resource manuals that were
provided.

These written descriptions of the Center

activities helped teachers to share progress and ideas.
This study supports Anderson's assumption about
effective inservice for physical educators.

Teacher

ownership and an emphasis on practical innovations are
superior routes to success.
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These rules are well illustrated in a study by
Faucette

(1984)

in which she examined the impact of an

inservice program on the curricula and teaching behaviors
of two elementary physical education teachers.

Faucette

measured the extent to which the innovation was reflected
in the daily lesson plans and use of the references which
the teachers were given.

She also tried to document the

extent to which the teachers were using management
techniques presented in the inservice program as a means
of increasing the activity time for their students.
Faucette also looked at the teachers'

concern, the

contextual factors which influenced the implementation of
the innovation, and the role of the principals' concern in
influencing this process.
As a result of this study, Faucett was able to con¬
firm several characteristics of inservice programs which
exert positive influence on innovation implementation.
She discovered that teachers needed skill specific
training and on-site opportunities for practice with
feedback in regard to the innovation. She also recognized
the need for resolution of environmental issues such as a
lack of equipment and large class sizes.

Faucette also

found clear evidence that change programs in physical
education must be sufficiently flexible to allow
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adjustment to the individual needs and concerns of
teachers.
Faucette recognized that effective administrative
support is critical when teachers are trying to implement
an innovation.

This aspect of innovation implementation

was focused on by Ratliffe

(1984)

in a study where the

main purpose was to investigate the effects of interven¬
tions initiated by school principals.
Ratliffe found that principals do not have much
effect on specific behaviors of physical education
teachers if they use subjective observation and evaluation
procedures.

This changes considerably when principals are

able to help teachers identify clear goals and then are
able to provide specific feedback.

Principals were able

to provide this type of feedback when trained by the
investigator to use specific systematic observation grids
as a tool for assessing teacher performance.
These physical education studies, of inservice
teacher and program development, provide us with valu¬
able if limited information about the implementation pro¬
cess

in the gymnasium.

Although we now have some insight

into the dynamics of teacher change,

it is clear that

much more detailed studies of innovation implementation
are required.
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Section IV;

Innovation Adaptations

This section deals with the construct that I have
designated as the adopt ion/adaptation syndrome.

In the

literature which describes attempts to introduce
innovations or produce change in public school teachers,
program evaluators have looked at the process and
deemed that many attempts have been,
failure

(Miles,

1964; Havelock,

in large part, a

1969; Maxwell, 1983).

This is mainly because they have concluded that after
extended periods of time users often stop using the
innovation and revert to their old methods.

This conclu¬

sion, however, may in some part be an artifact produced
by the vantage point of the evaluator.
As Rogers

(1962) observed twenty-five years ago,

evaluators have defined successful change in terms of the
presumptions of the developer and not in terms of the per¬
ceptions of the innovation users.

This means that for a

long time, program evaluators have persisted in equating
success with complete adoption of an idea or procedure.
To these program evaluators, success was equal to fidelity
of implementation.

If the idea does not persist in its

pure form, then it has not been successful.

This

requisite for success was not always stated outright, but
was implied
(Katz et al.

in the premise and design of such studies
1963;

Rogers and Shoemaker, 1971).
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Since the 1970s there has been an increasing number
of studies that have employed a less restrictive and more
sophisticated way of looking at what happens when change
agents and innovation developers help teachers to
implement new programs and methods
1977; Hall and Loucks,

(Fullan and Pomfret,

1978; Leinhardt, 1980).

These

researchers believe that to gain further insight into
what happens when an innovation is implemented it is
necessary to look at the varieties and levels of success
which may be produced by user adaptation.

This means that

success must be looked at not only as user adoption, but
also as user adaptation in which success involves a
gradual process of juxtaposing, testing, redefining, and
reshaping the original innovation idea.

The Definitions of Adaptation in Innovation Implementation

As early as 1938 the term "adaptation" appeared in
the literature on innovation and change in education.
Mort

(1938), proposed that this process had to do with the

"sloughing off of outmoded practices by school systems and
the taking on of new ones to meet new needs"

(p.

ix).

For

this researcher, new educational practices were viewed as
adaptations.

Based on two hundred studies of educational

institutions, Mort and Cornell
initial

(1964)

followed up on this

idea by concluding that innovations and adopting

institutions adapted to each other gradually, over an
extended period of time rather than spontaneously and
instantly.
Another early writer on the topic of adaptation was
Vincent

(1961) who defined adaptation as the ability of

any institution to "respond to its role in society" by
discovering and undertaking new techniques to enhance the
way that it works

(p. 1).

Vincent and Mort are both ex¬

amples of the initial focus on institutions which per¬
meated earlier conceptions of innovation adaptation.
In the 1970s there was a shift of focus from the
institution to the individual innovation users.
Loucks, Wallace,

Dorsett and Rutherford

Hall,

(1973) developed

specialized approach to innovation research called the
Concerns-Based Adoption Model

(CBAM).

Inherent in one

of the assumptions of CBAM theory is the definition of
adaptation.

These researchers proposed that teachers'

concerns about an innovation and use of that innovation
would be closely related.

Consequently, there would be

a predictable pattern of variability in the way that a
new process would be implemented.
arise,

in part,

This variance would

from progressive adaptation of the

innovation to the demands of local context and the needs
of particular users
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This focus on innovation users continued with several
other researchers
1977;

Lindquist,

(Doyle & Ponder,

1977? Fullan & Pomfret,

1979; Duffy & Roehler, 1986).

All of

these investigators defined adaptation as some deviation
from the

initial innovation idea.

There are, however, two

variations on this definition that merit attention here.
The first is one developed by Berman and McLaughlin (1978)
in the Rand Study of Inservice Teacher Education.
Berman and McLaughlin further developed Mort's

(1964)

idea that innovations and institutions adapted to each
other by positing a theory of "mutual adaptation."

In

this process both the project and the setting were changed
to accommodate each other.

Berman and McLaughlin also

defined adaptation as the modification of the innovation
by the innovation users to suit their particular school or
classroom. This definition incorporates the institution,
the innovation, and the innovation user and implies that
they all adapt to each other in the innovation
implementation process.
A second refinement in the definition of adaptation
is one proposed by Hall and Loucks

(1981).

They observed

that there were various forms and levels of adaptations
which appear during the innovation implementation process.
They called these instances of adaptation,
configurations."

Heck

"innovation

(1981) describes these adaptation
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patterns or configurations as "the operational patterns of
the innovation that result from implementation by
different individuals in different contexts"
other words,

(p.

35).

in

Hall and Loucks defined adaptation as an

ongoing process which is expressed through shifting
patterns of behavior at the user level.

This is different

from the previous definitions which held or implied that
adaptation was a single event rather than an extended
process or a series of occurrences.
These definitions of the term adaptation trace the
movement of the focus from the very broad to the very
specific.

They also trace the shift of focus from the

institution to the innovation user.
now available in the literature,

Given the evidence

this change in perspec¬

tive should provide for more powerful forms of evaluation.
As

it is the users who will finally determine whether an

innovation will or will not persist,

it makes perfect

sense to place them at the center of any attempt to
understand change.

Thus, the adaptations that occur at

the user level, what Hall and Loucks called configura¬
tions, are seen as critical information when assessing the
implementation of an innovation.

A New Approach to Addressing Innovation Adaptation

Hall and Loucks

(1981)

found that they could not use
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verbal testimony gathered from administrators and supposed
innovation users as an indication of how much an innova¬
tion idea was being used.

What they were told by these

individuals did not reliably reflect what they observed.
There also was a lack of common language for describing
and reporting the process of putting a new idea into
practice.

This meant that several innovation users might

interpret the same concept in various ways.

For example,

the concept of ability grouping may mean different things
to different users.

Each user may have adapted this

concept to suit their particular situation.

Hall and

Loucks believed that there was a need for a more stable
framework within which to assess the process of adapta¬
tion .
Two questions were proposed as the foundation frame¬
work for describing and understanding any instance of
innovation.

These questions were

tion, being used? and

(a)

(b) What is it?"

"Is it, the innova¬
(p.

5).

For the

purpose of this study the second question becomes
critical.

Hall and Loucks believed that evaluators have

to acquire the ability to know the innovation when they
see it.

This would depend on the evaluator's ability to

recognize the range of possible teacher behaviors that
would indicate an alternative variation on the original
innovation.

Accordingly, use of CBAM requires that
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evaluators describe all of the critical areas in which
teacher behavior contributes to the implementation of the
innovation and thenr within each of these areas,
describe the principal kinds of variations which might be
expected.

These descriptions allow ready identification

of adaptations as they occur in the change process.
patterns

(called configurations)

These

form the material basis

for change.
This concept of innovation configuration involves a
description of the "operational form of the innovation as
it was being used by each person"

(p. 12).

This would

include the actual behaviors, roles of people, procedures
and strategies involved in the implementation process.
As indicated above,

this is achieved by listing major com¬

ponents of the innovation.
an educational
used,

(b)

For example, the components of

innovation might be "(a) how materials are

how students are grouped,

(c) how students are

tested, and

(d) what is done with the test results"

12).

for each component, variations in how that

Next,

component can be used are identified.
former example,

(p.

In the case of the

(b), how students are grouped, the

variations might be "(1) one large heterogeneous group,
(2) one large homogeneous group,
or

(4)

individualization"

(p.

(3) several small groups,

12).

This suggests that at

various schools or with different innovation users, there
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may be considerable variation and adaptation, yet all
represent instances

(particular configurations) of the

"same”

This system of pre-identified

innovation.

components and anticipated variations enables the
evaluator to quickly and accurately identify most,

if not

all, of the configurations of adaptation actually
observed.
The concept of innovation configurations poses a
great challenge for program evaluators who must determine
which components are being used and precisely which
variation of each component is represented in a particular
observed event.

Once this is done, however, evaluators

are free to address how and why specific instances of
adaptation occur.
Since identifying the components of an innovation
could potentially become a problem, Hall and Loucks (1981)
developed a three step system for achieving this goal.
First,

they suggested that a review of materials that

describes the innovation should be conducted.
possible,

Second, if

the persons who were the developers or experts

in the use of the innovation should be interviewed and,
third,

a sample of users of the innovation should be

observed and

interviewed to gain some perspective on the

categories that are important to them (p.

15).

should lead to the development of an Innovation

This
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Configuration Checklist (see Figure 4), which in turn
would be used to collect data on each individual user.
This list could also be used to determine which
variations, adaptations and configurations are in use and
which are not.
There are some operational and conceptual problems
that arise with use of such an analysis.
are particularly important.

Three of these

The first is the issue of

equal weight to all components.

Should the evaluator give

equal importance to all components?

Hall and Loucks

suggested that there are two levels of components.

The

first is critical components which are "the components
that must be in place before the innovation can be consid¬
ered in operation" and the second is related components,
which are those added by the user (p.

17).

This concern

leads into the second issue which involves questions about
whose perspective would be used in defining
components and,
related.

(a)

the

(b) which components are critical or

The last issue revolves around what Hall and

Loucks describe as "drastic mutation".

This is the situa¬

tion in which it is determined that the innovation has
been so extensively adapted that it no longer exists in
any recognizable form.

Some degree of arbitrariness must

be employed to determine when an innovation mutation
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should be declared, but how much is tolerable given the
goals of evaluation?
The literature reviewed in this section establishes
that more attention ought to be paid to what teachers do
with innovations.

This attention should yield evaluations

that are both more complicated and more helpful.

This

means that studies of innovation implementation are needed
in which attention is paid to detail over extended periods
of time.

Both the creator of the innovation, and the

evaluator of the intervention must remember that the
initial purpose of the innovation was to make the work of
teaching more effective and the lives of teachers better.
This means there

is only one place to seek the reality of

change and that is in the experience of teachers.

Summary

In this chapter I have explored the related litera¬
ture on innovation and change.
definitions of

In Section One, the

innovation, the changing framework for

discussing innovation and the definitions of success and
failure were traced from the sixties to the eighties.
Section Two,

In

the changing patterns of evaluation studies

were examined.

Section Three reviewed studies on

innovation and change which were conducted with inservice
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physical education teachers.

The results of this explora¬

tion then were used in Section Four as the foundation for
understanding the process of adaptation in the innovation
implementation process.

CHAPTER

III

PROCEDURES

Introduction

The purpose of this study is to describe how teachers
who participated
mented an

in the same

innovation

inservice program have

in their teaching.

imple¬

The qualitative

data collection strategies employed are non-participant
observation,

formal and

document analysis.

informal

interviewing,

These are some of

strategies suggested when an

the most useful

investigator plans

produce vivid accounts based upon rich,
data

(Stake,

1978;

This study,
gies,
in

the

Patton,

the

context-bound

these particular strate¬

is not designed to produce generalizable
this phrase.

intensive study of a single case
is

to

1980).

and the use of

traditional sense of

and

This

in which an

findings,
is an

innovation

introduced and a few teachers attempted to implement
innovation

describe

in their schools.

It

is my

intention to

the setting and events of this case so that the

reader will be able to recognize the similarities between
this context and their own.
they create,

"yes,

that

In so doing,

the connections

is exactly how it happens

in my
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own gymnasium," constitute useful transfer if not
generalization of
In Chapter

findings.

III,

detailed accounts of several aspects

of the study are provided.
process,

The data collection

the analysis of data and the

instrument used

during the study, will be discussed.

Description of Workshop

Eight elementary physical education teachers and one
graduate student participated
inservice workshop.

in a university sponsored

This one week,

all day,

workshop took place during the summer of

intensive

1985.

The work¬

shop leader conducted workshop activities based on
material drawn
Holt/Hale,
part

McEwen,

in this

educational
Toward

from the textbook Children Moving
&

Parker,

1980).

(Graham,

The teachers took

inservice project for personal enrichment and
credit.
the end of the workshop,

each participant had

to select an ongoing project which they would work on
during

the

first

two months of the upcoming

fall semester.

This project had to relate to some aspect of the material
that was
of

the

taught during the workshop.

A short description

intended project had to be written by the teachers

and evaluated by the workshop leader before the end of the
workshop.

At

the end of

the first two months of the fall
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semester, October,

1985,

leader met to discuss

the participants and workshop

the outcomes of the projects.

This

was both an oral and a written report.
The

investigator in this study

student who participated
that time,

is also the graduate

in the original workshop.

At

she was a first year doctoral student in the

department.

Since the workshop leader's approach to

teaching elementary physical education was new to the
investigator,

she,

like the other teachers,

participated

in all of the activities and projects that were assigned.
The teachers and the
before

the workshop.

investigator had not known each other
Through subsequent departmental

inservice projects after the workshop and prior to spring
1987,

however,

between

the

a close working relationship has developed

investigator and these teachers.

Participant History Prior to this
Study

Eight
One of
fore,

teachers participated

these teachers
is

not available

in the original workshop.

is out of the country and,
for this study.

there¬

The following

is

a description of the seven remaining teachers as well as
one other teacher who is a participant
who was not a participant

in this study,

in the original workshop.

but
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Teachers Ade, Bern and Chiku
These three teachers participated in the original
workshop.

They work in the Xhosa school district and

regularly meet as a district staff to plan the physical
education programs for their schools.

At one of these

meetings, three months after the workshop had ended, they
decided to adopt the Generic Levels of Skill Proficiency
as a district procedure.

Ade and Bern conducted Generic

Levels of Skill Proficiency projects as part of the
original workshop.
Teacher Dayo
This teacher works in the same school district as
teachers Ade, Bern and Chiku.
the original workshop.

Teacher Dayo did not attend

She was taught how to use the

Generic Levels of Skill Proficiency model by her three
colleagues.

She agreed, as a result of this instruction,

to use this model as a district procedure.
Contact visits with workshop leader.

Throughout

1986, teachers Ade, Bern, Chiku and Dayo continued to
implement the Generic Levels of Skill Proficiency in their
four elementary schools.

In November,

1986, more than a

year after the original workshop, these four teachers
contacted the workshop leader and arranged a meeting with
him.

At this meeting they asked him to work with them on

the Generic Levels of Skill Proficiency model.

They
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discussed, first, the use of the model and, second, ways
in which to report the results generated by this model to
administrators and parents.
This particular group and the workshop leader also
met in December,

1986.

Most of the discussion centered on

the same aspects as the previous meeting.

The workshop

leader offered to help organize a way in which the
teachers could collect reliable results using the model.
The group met again in February,

1987.

At this meeting

they decided that to be consistent in their use of the
Generic Levels of Skill Proficiency model to test their
students'

skills,

they had to to learn to administer the

test uniformly throughout their system.
leader then discussed,
the overhand throw.

The workshop

in detail, the testing format for

The teachers came to an agreement on

how they would test for this particular skill.
decided to videotape two of the teachers,

They then

in different

schools, as they each administered the test to two first
grade classes.

The workshop leader volunteered to do the

tapings.
In March,

1987 this group met.

They reviewed the

criteria for the Generic Levels of Skill Proficiency as
it related to the overhand throw.

The teachers and work¬

shop leader then reviewed the tapes of the two first grade
classes taking the test,

and individually placed each
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child

in the appropriate skill category as defined by the

model.

They then compared their answers.

that they were

in agreement ninety percent of the time.

The group met several times
this process

these four teachers had contact with the

workshop leader on the
1986,

(b)

December

1987,

(e)

May 1987,
Esi,

These
which are

in May and June to continue

for several other skills.

In summary,

Teachers

They discovered

following occasions:

1987,
and

(c)
(f)

(a)

February 1987,
June

November

(d)

March

1987.

Femi and Goqo

teachers all work

in separate school districts

further away from the University than is the

case with the previous

teachers.

These teachers have had

no further contact with the workshop leader or any of the
other teachers
1985;

the

from the original workshop since October,

final evaluation meeting for the workshop at

which workshop projects were shared.

These three teachers

conducted Generic Levels of Skill Proficiency projects as
part of

the original workshop.

because of previous commitment,
in this

Teacher Gogo decided that,
she could not participate

study.

Teachers Hawa and
These

Idi

teachers are each

in separate school districts

and have had no contact with the workshop leader or any
of the participants

in the original workshop.

They both
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completed

their workshop individual projects on topics

other than
Teacher

the Generic Levels of Skill Proficiency.

Idi

is out of the country and,

consequently,

is

The history of these participants are displayed

in

not a participant

Figure

in this study.

5.

Assumptions of Qualitative

The research methods used
in

four assumptions.

relevance and
to process.

richness.
Third,

1985).

that they offer a contextual

Second,

that they are sensitive

instrument for

During this

qualitative methods,
is,

in this study are grounded

that they take full advantage of the

human as a powerful
Guba,

First,

Inquiry

the

inquiry,

inquiry

(Lincoln &

through the use of

fourth assumption emerges.

that there are multiple

"realities" or

can only be studied within their contexts

This

"truths" which
(Lincoln & Guba,

1985) .

Data Collection

Initial contact with prospective participants

There are
this study,

a)

three classifications of participants
the teachers who participated

original workshop,

b)

the teacher who was

in

in the

recruited by

Figure 5.

Participant history prior to this study
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three of

the other participants,

and c)

the workshop

leader.
The workshop leader.

The workshop leader

university professor employed
the

investigator.

informal.

The

in the same department as

initial contact made with him was

At this time,

he was given a brief outline of

the proposed study and his help was secured.
asked to provide a list of names,

He was then

addresses and telephone

numbers of the teachers who participated
workshop and

is a

in the original

to provide a brief outline about what he knew

was currently happening with these teachers
the Generic Levels of Skill

Proficiency.

in terms of

Another meeting

was arranged.
The teachers.

The eight teachers were

contacted by telephone.

initially

At this time they were given a

brief outline of the proposed study and then asked
would meet with the
At

this

investigator.

first meeting

study was outlined.
also defined.

if they

the nature and purpose of the

The teachers'

role

in the study was

Questions and concerns that the teachers

had were addressed.

During this meeting the teachers were

also shown the written consent form

(see Appendix A)

that

they were eventually required to sign when they agreed to
participate
were

in

the study.

The questions and concerns that

raised by the teachers about this form were answered.
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Two consent

forms were signed by each teacher and the

investigator.

One copy was given to the teacher and the

other was kept by the

investigator.

The next meeting was

scheduled.

Interviews

To collect data that took

into account the various

contexts and perspectives of the participants,

interviews

were conducted with the teachers and workshop leader.
These

interviews were both formal and
Formal

interviews.

utilized an

These were

interview guide

list of questions that the
elicit relevant
Appendix B &
and

lasted

interviews that

(Patton,

1980).

is a

investigator developed to

information from the participants
These

formal

interviews.

(see

interviews were audiotaped

These were

discussion with the

during observations

instances of

teachers and workshop leader

in each teacher's school or

conversations with the workshop leader.
were asked

This

from forty-five minutes to one hour.

Informal
informal

C).

informal.

in

The participants

to clarify certain points or to provide

information about observed events.

These

informal

interviews were not audiotaped and were conducted without
the use of an

interview guide.
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this
was

workshop

leader'

chapter,

the

informal.

interviews.

initial

As described earlier

contact with the workshop leader

He was asked to provide names and addresses

of prospective participants.

As a result of

which he

revealed at

this meeting,

provide,

in writing,

at a

The second

The

was

informal.

his

input

an update of his

teachers.

interview with the workshop leader was

The questions

Appendix B.

the

information

he was also asked to

later date,

further contact with some of

formal.

in

third

At

this

for this

interview are provided

in

interview with this participant
interview he was asked to provide

for the components

in

the

Innovation

Configuration Checklist which will be discussed

later

in

this chapter.
The
formal.
of all

final

interview with

the workshop

This was an audiotaped
the

teachers,

this meeting a

workshop

the

innovation,

among

the

teachers,

involved

in

revealed,
discussed,
teachers'

the

d)
e)

interview of a meeting

leader and

record was made of

about

c)

b)

a)

how use of

investigator.

how teachers
the

implementation of

the teachers'

the
the

At

talked

innovation varied

what personal and contextual

what adaptations of

use of

leader was

forces

innovation were
innovation were

perceptions of

the other

the Generic Levels of Skill Proficiency,
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and

f)

the reaction of the workshop leader to the adapta¬

tions made on the original
Teachers'

interviews.

teachers was formal.

The first

At this

asked to recollect their
Levels of

innovation.
interview with the

interview the teachers were

introduction to the Generic

Skill Proficiency and to describe their feelings

about this model

(see Appendix C).

These participants

were also asked to trace the development of their use of
this model

in their teaching and to describe

innovation as
asked
made

it.

The teachers were also

to describe any changes or adaptations that they had
in the original
The next

The

they now use

the

innovation.

interview with the teachers was

informal.

Innovation Configuration Checklist that was developed

by the

investigator and

explained

to each teacher.

opportunity to change,
checklist.
reflected

the workshop leader was shown and
They were each given the

add or delete any component on the

This was to ensure that the checklist
the components of the

teachers believed were evident
the Generic Levels of Skill
During

innovation that the
in their

implementation of

Proficiency.

the observation phase of this study,

informal

interviews were periodically conducted with the teachers
to clarify events and to build a relationship with them.
The

final

interview with the

teachers consisted of the
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formal group meeting that was described earlier

in this

chapter.

Observations

Focus of observations.

The major focus of the

observations was on the teachers
investigator,
observed the

in action.

as a non-participant

in the setting,

teachers as they taught their classes as a

means of gathering data about how they were
the
used

innovation

in their teaching.

to describe how the

compared

The

teachers'

to the original as

implementing

These observations are
use of the

innovation

introduced by the workshop

leader.
Classes observed.

During the fall,

1987 semester,

each teacher was observed while using the Generic Levels
of Skill

Proficiency.

There were two variables that were

considered when selecting the classes to be observed.
First,

the curriculum and teachers'

of use

for the

account of the pattern

innovation was an obvious determinant.

The

Generic Levels of Skill Proficiency model may be used only
in some classes,
Although

or only at particular points

in the year.

teacher accounts of use did not dictate what the

investigator chose to observe,
that was considered.

it was a primary factor
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Second,

the teachers employed the

innovation

different ways depending on certain factors.
discovered that class size,
day,

it has been

class ability levels,

the activity and the teachers'

(Gloudon,

1986).

time of

understanding of the

innovation are some of the complex factors that
pattern of use

in

influence

This means that the

investigator had to select a variety of classes which
reflected a full range of these
ticipants

in this study

employ some

points
as

the

fall,

innovation at a)

1987 semester,

in their teaching cycle.

long as

All of the par¬

indicated that they were going to

level of use of the

beginning of

factors.

and b)

the

at various

The observations lasted

it took to understand what the

teachers were

doing while using the Generic Levels of Skill Proficiency.
This varied

from eight to ten weeks.

Observation

Instrument

Information

from a variety of sources was used as

a means of collecting data about the teachers'
Generic
to be

Levels of Skill Proficiency.

focused

use of the

The observations had

in a disciplined way so that the

investigator was not distracted by the myriad of events
that occurred

in the gymnasium,

was recognized when

and so that the

innovation

it was being used by the teachers.
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The Innovation Configuration Checklist as described
by Hall & Loucks

(1981) was used to meet these needs.

This checklist was described in Chapter Two.

The

investigator, the workshop leader, and the individual
teachers devised these checklists.
The investigator went back to the written and oral
reports about the original innovation and developed a list
of related components

(see Appendix D).

These were the

variables that the investigator looked for when evaluating
the implementation process. Next, the investigator took
this list to the workshop leader for his input.

The

workshop leader was allowed to revise the checklist.

The

investigator then produced a new checklist based on these
revisions

(see Appendix D).

was taken to the teachers.
them.

Finally,

this new checklist

The procedure was explained to

Each teacher was able to alter the components on

the list

in any manner that they chose.

The final

checklist was then negotiated between the investigator and
the teacher.
Teachers often make modifications based on their own
situations when implementing an innovation
1981; Gloudon,

1986).

(Hall & Loucks,

The Innovation Configuration

Checklist was conceived to accommodate the variations that
result.

Five of the seven teachers did not modify the

checklist that was presented to them.

Teachers, Chiku and

Hawa, made some modifications.

These can be seen in

Appendix D.

Field notes
The checklist was used during the observations.
Wherever appropriate, short notes were written under
each component of the checklist (see Figure 4).

As soon

as the investigator left the observation site, more
detailed field notes were written by expanding these
short notes.

Document analysis

The last source of data collection took the form
of document analysis.

Several documents were collected

from the participants.
The workshop leader.

The investigator asked the

workshop leader to provide all documents on the Generic
Levels of Skill Proficiency that were given to the
teachers during and after the workshop.
The teachers.

Each teacher was asked to provide

(a)

all materials that they kept on the Generic Levels of
Skill Proficiency,

(b)

all books that they bought in orde

to learn more about the innovation,

(c) names of books

that they borrowed for the same purpose,
projects that were conducted in the fall,
Generic Levels of Skill Proficiency, and

(d) workshop
1985 on the
(e) any written
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exams or exercises that they had given to the students
that were related to the innovation.

Copies of all these

documents, where necessary, were made and the originals
were returned to the workshop leader and teachers.
A summary of the procedures that were used in the
data collection process can be viewed in Appendix E.

Analysis of Data

The data collection methods used in this study have
a direct relationship to the research questions that were
asked.

This relationship is graphically displayed in

Figure 6.

In this section of the chapter, several methods

of analysis that were used will be discussed. This
analysis will help to answer the research questions that
were posed.
Formal

interviews

The formal interviews of the workshop leader and the
teachers were audiotaped.

Two grids were used to help

with the analysis of these tapes.

Appendix B displays the

grid used to analyze the workshop leader's interview and
Appendix C displays the grid used in the analysis of the
teacher interviews.
Information from the tapes was displayed in the
appropriate boxes in the grids.

This information as well

as those generated from the observations,

informal inter-
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1.

How do teachers describe their use of the innovation?

2.

How did the innovation evolve for each teacher?

3.

What personal and contextual
plementation process?
TEACHERS

factors affected each teacher's

im-

WORKSHOP LEADER
OBSERVATIONS

4.

X

FORMAL INTERVIEWS

X

INFORMAL INTERVIEWS

X

DOCUMENT ANALYSIS

How does each teacher's use of the Innovation compare to the
original as Introduced by the workshop leader?
TEACHERS

WORKSHOP LEADER
OBSERVATIONS

X
X
X
X

Figure 6.

X

FORMAL

X

INFORMAL INTERVIEWS

X

DOCUMENT ANALYSIS

Data collection methods and research questions.

INTERVIEWS
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views and document analysis was used to develop
individual profiles of each teacher and the workshop
leader.
Documents
The documents collected from the teachers and work¬
shop leader were coded within the framework developed in
Appendix F.

Once these documents were collected, they

were placed in the different categories displayed in
the document analysis grid.
Observations
The notes from the Innovation Configuration Checklist
and the field notes were the data generated from the
observations.

Throughout the data collection process, the

investigator began to formulate ways to group,
connect and understand the data.

inter¬

This is an ongoing

process in which investigators must struggle to make use
of their own knowledge and experiences without imposing
their personal and preconceived ideas on the data.
One of the first tasks was to code the data.

As

many categories as are necessary were developed in order
to divide the data into more manageable parts.

This meant

physically dividing the observation notes into small
sections which represented regularities or common themes.
Once the data were coded they had to be compared in
an effort to discover the similarities, differences and
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patterns that occurred.

This process was ongoing and

cyclical.
The following is

a summary of the procedures

used in the analysis of data:
(^)

Analysis of

interview tapes

-grid developed as a framework for analysis
interviews coded within this framework
-individual profiles developed for each teacher
and workshop leader
(k) Analysis of documents
-grid developed as a framework for analysis
-documents coded within this framework
(c) Analysis of field notes and observations
-this was an ongoing process
-grid developed as framework for analysis
-data coded within this framework
-trends,

similarities,

-findings,

differences presented

conclusions reported

Verification of Data

Lincoln and Guba

(1985)

conducted through qualitative

argue that investigations
inquiry have the

responsibility for being credible and transferable
213).

In this study,

(p.

some of the strategies suggested by
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these authors were employed as a means of improving the
"trustworthiness" of procedures for data collection and
analysis.
Credibility
In this category, Lincoln and Guba

(1980) argue

that the investigator's analysis of data should be believ¬
able.

There are four strategies that were used in this

study in an effort to ensure that the investigator's
interpretations and analyses were credible.
First, a peer debriefer was used.

This person was

a doctoral student in the same program as the
investigator.

The general charge given to this person

was to decide whether I was identifying conclusions
and interpretations that were grounded in the data as well
as to help monitor the role that my personal perspective
played in the data analysis.
The peer debriefer was given samples of the field
notes and had the opportunity to read these notes
before meeting with the investigator.

She also had

the opportunity to view the Innovation Configuration
Checklists from which these field notes were expanded.
The peer debriefer had access to the interview analysis
grids.

The meetings between the investigator and peer

debriefer took place three times a week.

At these

meetings the peer debriefer pointed out any discrepancy in
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the field notes and any investigator bias that emerged.
Triangulation is another strategy suggested by
Lincoln and Cuba (1985) that was used in this inquiry.
The different data sources (the workshop leader, the
teachers,

the investigator, the observations, field notes

interviews and document analysis) provide various perspec¬
tives on innovation use.

These sources were used to

check the accuracy of data,

wherever significant

discrepancy appeared, it was possible to return to
several individuals or field notes to understand what had
occurred.
Through the process of informal interviews the third
strategy of member checking was used.

The investigator

had repeated opportunities to ask all participants to
provide explanations of different events.
at the final
leader,

In particular,

interview with the teachers and workshop

the occasion was used to check responses to

analytic products and some of the analytic assertions
which had emerged.

Member checking was also used when

Participants were asked to determine the components on the
Innovation Configuration Checklist.
The last strategy used was persistent observation.
The cumulative exposure of the investigator to individual
teachers and their work settings extended over a period of
months.

This enabled the investigator to become familiar
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with subtle aspects of
likely that she was mi

innovation use, and made it less
sled by inaccurate teacher accounts.

Transferability
Lincoln and Cuba

(1985) also suggest that transfer-

ability is critical to the success of qualitative inquiry.
This is different from the idea of generalizability of
findings which is the foundation for many other research
designs.

Transferability is accomplished by the reader

when there is enough •
essential judgmental
context"

(p.

'thick description'

to provide that

information about the studied

217).

Given the careful description of context, the
detailed account of the history of the original interven¬
tion, the extensive data from field observation and inter¬
views,

the individual profiles of teachers and the

analytic products which constitute the investigator's
assertions about the nature of innovation diffusion in
this case study,

there should be ample opportunity for

readers to recognize useful parallels to their own
settings.

Retrospective Inquiry

In the Rand Study, Berman and McLaughlin

(1974)

discovered that the successful implementation of an
innovation usually occurred over an extended period of
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time.

sarason (1971) suggests that this success is

directly related to the contextual situation into which
the innovation is introduced.

In spite of these two

positions, most evaluations of educational innovation
implementation have taken place after limited use by
teachers and after a short period of introduction into the
host culture.

This study examined an instance of

innovation two years after the initial inservice workshop
at which the teachers were introduced to the change idea.
The design of this study required the participants to
rely on their recall of situations that took place two
years ago.

This is an obvious disadvantage as pilot

research indicated that this can be a difficult task for
most teachers.

In this study, however, carefully designed

interview guides
this problem.

(see Appendix B & C) helped to overcome

The persistent informal interviews and

the extended period of time spent on site also helped
to minimize the limiting effects of the inability to
remember.
Another disadvantage of this retrospective inquiry
was that its success was dependent on user testimony.
Hall and Loucks

(1981)

found that this could be a weak

method of data collection as users often provide
inaccurate accounts of their use of innovations.

The

Innovation Configuration Checklist and the extensive
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field-based observations, however, were used to overcome
this limitation.
These two disadvantages were overshadowed by the
advantage of examining an instance of innovation
implementation after enough time had been allowed for
teachers to work with the change idea in their individual
schools.

They had the opportunity to integrate the

innovation in their classes, to adapt it to suit their
context and,

finally, to make it their own.

Another advantage is that this was a study about the
long term effects of an innovation, that is,
versus short term temporary modifications.
education,

real change
In physical

there are no other qualitative studies that

look at the innovation implementation process two years
after the original intervention.

Summary

In this chapter several of the procedures for this
study were outlined.
informal
analysis.

Some of these included formal and

interviewing, observation techniques, and data
In Chapter IV,

procedures are presented.

the data generated from these

CHAPTER IV

RESULTS

Introduction

This study was designed to provide a descriptive
account of how teachers who participated in the same
inservice program have implemented an innovation in their
teaching.

This chapter will present data gathered to

answer the following research guestions:

(a) How do

teachers describe their use of the innovation?,
did the

innovation evolve for each teacher?,

(b) how

(c) what

personal and contextual factors affected each teacher’s
implementation process?, and

(d) how does each teacher's

use of the innovation compare to the original as
introduced by the workshop leader?
These four questions will be used as the subheadings
under which the data will be presented.

This presentation

will consist of a series of quotations, which when
compiled, will provide descriptions of the experiences of
the seven teachers.
Before this task is undertaken, however, two points
of background information are important to reiterate:
review of the innovation and biographical data on the
seven teachers.

a
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Generic Levels of skill Profini^

As previously explained,
Proficiency

(GLSP)

the Generic Levels of Skill

is a system used to assess students'

level of development in a variety of motor skills.
system was developed by Graham et al.
teachers,

(a)

(1980)

This

to help

to classify students according to skill

ability levels,

and

(b)

to plan activities that are

appropriate to each level.

The main objective of this

system is to foster skill development in students through
enabling teachers to provide the environment

in which this

development can occur.
The developers of the GLSP devised four categories
into which students'
assigned.
c)

These are,

utilization,

motor skill performances can be
a) pre-control, b) control,

and d) proficiency.

The following are

some of the observable characteristics which will
determine placement of children into one of the GLSP
categories:

Pre-control Level

-child

is out of control when performing skill

-child

is not able to use the correct form

-child

is not successful
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Control Level

-child

is using the movement consistently each time

-child still has incorrect form characteristics
—child has more success
-child has to concentrate intently
Utilization

-child's movement becomes more automatic
-child performs skill with the correct form
-child can use skill in combination with other skills
-child has developed control in predictable as well
as unpredictable situations

Proficiency Level

-child's form is excellent
-child's skill level looks effortless
-child can automatically perform skill
-child

is able to use skill while focusing on extra

variables such as an opponent and in a game
situation

The teacher has to focus on both form and results to
assess the students and to place them in one of the above
categories.

The next stage of the GLSP is the assignment

of activities to the students according to their ability
levels.

These activities should enable the students to
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practice the skill at their level and also

to challenge

them to improve and move to the next level

The Participants and Their Settings

The participants in this study are divided into two
groups:

one,

the four teachers who belong to the same

school district and two, the three other teachers who each
belong to separate school districts.
The Xhosa School District
Teachers Ade, Bern, Chiku, and Dayo belong to the
Xhosa school district.

Their elementary schools are all

within five miles of each other.

Each school has a

spacious gymnasium which is slightly larger than a
basketball court.

The wooden floors are in very good

condition and are redone at the beginning of each year.
These are all modern gymnasia with high ceilings, adequate
lighting, heating, and spotless walls that are painted in
pastel colors.
Each of the gymnasia has storerooms filled with a
variety of equipment.
types of balls

Each of the teachers has several

(soccer, rubber, basketball, sponge, yarn),

cones, hoops, mats, beams, scooters, bean bag, ropes,
climbing apparatus and many other traditional and
non-traditional items of equipment.

Chiku seems to have

the largest variety and Dayo the smallest, but they each
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are almost always able to provide each student with one
piece of the particular kind of equipment in use.

Three

of these teachers have offices attached to their gymnasium
and at Chiku's school, there are adjoining boys' and
girls’

locker rooms and bathrooms used solely by the

physical education students.
The four gymnasia have several doors which lead to
the outdoor facilities.

At each school there are at least

two blacktop areas which are each the size of a basketball
court; and grass surfaces that are larger than a
regulation size football field.

Most of the time, these

facilities are used for physical education without any
interruption from the rest of the school population.
Ade and Bern have been the sole physical education
teachers at their schools for twenty-one and twenty years
respectively.
week.

They both teach twenty—five classes per

Their students have physical education from one and

a half to two periods a week.

Chiku has been a physical

education teacher for fourteen years.
present school eleven years ago.

She came to her

Chiku teaches

twenty-four regular classes and four special needs classes
every week.

Each group of children meets one and one

third periods per week.

Dayo, the newest physical

education teacher in this district, has been at her school
for three years, although she has been a physical educator
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for ten years.

She teaches thirty classes per week and

meets with each group of children once every week.

Most

of these teachers' classes last forty minutes except for
kindergarten classes which meet for thirty minutes.
Teachers Esi,

Femi and Hawa

Esi and Femi belong to school districts that are to
the north and south of and approximately thirty miles from
the University at which the original workshop was held.
Hawa teaches in still another school district which is
nine miles from the University.
Esi has been teaching for fourteen years.
spent ten years

She has

in this district where she works in two of

the four small schools.

Each school has a gymnasium which

also serves as a lunch room and general assembly hall.
The gymnasia are larger than a basketball court, but the
floors are not maintained as well as those in the Xhosa
school district.

There is a small room adjoining the

gymnasium which is used as both Esi's office and the
equipment storeroom.
lighted.

Both gymnasia are well heated and

There is also a large grass outdoor area, the

size of a football field.
Esi has a limited supply of equipment.

She has an

adequate supply of soccer balls, but her rubber and sponge
balls are not

in the best condition.

are torn or have holes in them.

Most of these balls

Esi has cones, bean bags,
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bats, ropes and some limited gymnastics equipment.

Her

classes have an average of eighteen students and meet
twice per week.
Femi has sPent thirteen years as a physical education
teacher at her present school.

This school is the only

elementary school in this particular school district.
Femi shares the teaching responsibility at her school with
another female educator.

Femi’s facilities are similar to

those in the Xhosa school district.

She has a large

gymnasium, office, outdoor facilities, and a supply of
equipment that can only be matched by Chiku's.
The major disadvantage of Femi’s situation is that
two classes are scheduled at the same time.

Whenever

classes meet indoors, there are at least forty-five
children in the gymnasium.

There are times when the two

classes are combined to form a single group, but most of
the time each teacher conducts her separate class in one
half of the gymnasium.

There are sometimes instances when

three classes are scheduled at the same time.
teaches twenty-six classes every week.

Femi

She meets each

group twice a week.
Hawa has been a physical education teacher for eight
years.

Her last five years have been spent in her present

school system.

She teaches several classes

(kindergarten

through fourth grade and special needs) at three separate
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schools.

The gymnasia at these schools are small and are

also used as the school cafeteria.

The one used most

frequently during observations was representative of
the others.
court.

This gymnasium is smaller than a basketball

The school kitchen is at one end of the gymnasium

and there is no wall separating the two areas,

odors from

the kitchen and the conversation of the cooks flow across
the gymnasium during Hawa's classes.

The gymnasium is

used as a throughway by students who are constantly
visiting the kitchen.
Hawa has a limited supply of equipment.

She has

hoops, bean bags, balls, and other equipment which she
sometimes takes with her as she travels from school to
school.

Hawa1s schools have grass fields that are on the

opposite side of the school from the gymnasium.

There are

other physical education teachers at these three schools,
but Hawa does not have much contact with them as she is
busy moving from one school to the other.

How Do Teachers Describe Their Use of the GLSP?

The teachers described their use of the GLSP three
times during the study:
formal interviews,

(a) during the spring 1987

(b) during the development of the

Innovation Configuration Checklist, and
fall 1987 final group interview.

(c)

during the
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Spring 1987 Formal Interviews
These interviews took place almost two years after
the original workshop where the teachers were introduced
to the GLSP.

At this time, responses to the question of

use of the GLSP fell into three categories.

The first

were descriptions that were reported from a positive
stance;

the second were those reported in a negative

framework, and the third were those that were neutral.
Positive Descriptions
Teachers Ade, Bern, and Chiku of the Xhosa School
District were the teachers who responded positively when
describing their use of the GLSP.

This did not mean that

the results of their use of the GLSP were always positive,
but that they believed that their use of the innovation
kept them moving towards complete adoption of the GLSP.
As Chiku said:

I would really like to be able to pre¬
test and post-test each child twice a
year on several skills...

I have not

been able to do this, but it will come.

Bern also exhibited this positive outlook:

I'm still getting my feet wet...

I'm

in transition, not anywhere near what I
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expected, but the GLSP is slowly making
the infinite more finite.

This positive tone permeated the interviews with
these teachers even as they went on to describe some
of the difficulties they experienced when trying to use
the GLSP.

All three teachers expressed philosophical

reservations about dividing children into skill level
groups.

They all felt that the innovation developers and

workshop leader wanted them to form homogeneous skill
groups and

have the children work in these groups

throughout the class period.

Ade explained that:

this leads to segregation...

the

boys are nearly always in the higher
groups...

this does not look good

in my mind.

Ade, Bern, and Chiku focused mostly on the assessment
phase of the GLSP when describing how they had used the
innovation up to this point in time.

They were meeting as

a school district once every month and reporting on their
assessment.

Ade, according to Chiku, was doing the most

assessment:

He seems to be able to run those
tests off...

He reported assessing
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several skills with many classes.

I

am doing quite a bit, but he is even
better.

Bern felt that they were not always using the same tests,
but were getting most of the children assessed on at least
two skills.
Negative Descriptions
Esi and Femi described their use of the GLSP from a
negative point of view.

This even occurred in instances

when they were reporting positive outcomes.

As Esi

indicated:

Pre-testing the children was helping
me to see where they were at on a
particular skill, but all this testing
was taking too much time.

Both Esi and Femi talked about class management problems
that arose during the implementation phase of the GLSP.
Femi painfully describes:

I was so optimistic after the work¬
shop, but I found the GLSP extremely
complicated...
done...

I didn't get enough

I felt myself disciplining

more than teaching...

The children
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were not able to work on their own
as much as Jaja

[the workshop leader]

said they would be able to do.

Esi shares some of her disappointment during her
interview:

Students were all over the field...
It was difficult to keep tabs on
behavior.

I found it much easier

to keep all the students working on
the same task.

Femi and Esi spent a great deal of time explaining
why they did not use the GLSP.

Esi summed up her

predicament by saying:

It is a pity because I believe that
the GLSP is a good idea.
not know what more to do.
realistic.

I just do
It is not

Maybe when you come to

observe, things will change.

Neutral Descriptions
Dayo and Hawa were not overly excited or discouraged
about the GLSP.
workshop.
colleagues.

Dayo did not attend the original

She learned about the GLSP through her district
She explained:
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I am not really using the GLSP.

We

had to evaluate the children...

m

order to have group consensus I went
along and pre-tested the kids on one
skill...

a one shot deal.

that the GLSP is good....

I think
i just have

my way of evaluating students.

Hawa was more concerned with the principles of "movement
education"

that were taught at the original workshop.

felt, however,

that the GLSP was an important aspect of

this approach to teaching physical education.

For the

past two years she has been:

....looking at the students in terms
of the GLSP...

You know,

trying to

mentally assess their skill level.

I'm

doing this and thinking about what to
do with the information.

Dayo also describes this mental process:

I'm going to try to use the GLSP more
frequently next semester.
about what that means...
is frightening.

I'm thinking
The paper work

She
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Development

of

the

Innovation

Configuration

Checklist

Three months after the spring interviews, the seven
teachers were

involved in the final stage of the

development of the Innovation Configuration Checklist
Appendix D).

(see

Each teacher was shown the observation

checklist which was developed by the investigator and the
workshop leader.

The teachers were given the opportunity

to revise the checklist.

This occasion again served as a

good opportunity for the teachers to discuss their use of
the GLSP.
During this revision period,
focused

the teachers became more

in the discussions of their use of the GLSP.

Everyone used the different components of the checklist
as a guide when discussing how they were about to use the
GLSP in the fall semester.
this discussion.

First,

There were three approaches to

there were those teachers who

wanted to make some changes

in the checklist.

Next,

there

were those who wanted to use the checklist as a guide and
finally,

there were those who were overwhelmed.

Chiku and Hawa belonged to the first group.
were

the only two who made changes

(see Appendix D) .

in their checklists

These changes were made in the areas of

assessment and record keeping.

Chiku talked very clearly

about her plans to use the GLSP in the fall,
semester:

They

1987
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I'm going to begin in the 3rd grade
with assessing the kids on the soccer
dribble...

I've already planned how

I m going to set up the test, you
know, keeping the others
not been assessed]

[who have

occupied while

I'm doing the assessment.

Chiku went on to share exactly what her plans were for
each class regarding the use of the GLSP.

This informal

interview took place one week prior to the beginning of
the semester.
Hawa, on the other hand, reminded me that she had
told me during the formal interview that she does not use
the GLSP that much.

"I'm not using it in the same way

that I'm sure that the other teachers are doing."

Both

of these teachers seemed to be very clear on how they were
going to use or, as in Hawa's case, not use the GLSP in
the upcoming semester.
Ade, Bern, and Dayo fell

into the next category of

teachers who wanted to use the checklist as a guide.
They were concerned with having a copy of the checklist
so that they would know exactly what I was going to be
looking for.

These teachers were observed during the

first week of the fall,
revision exercise.

1987 semester for this checklist

They explained that as a school
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district they decided to test for certain skills in
certain grades, but each of these teachers had not worked
out in any detail how they were going to use the GLSP.
They just knew that they were going to use the innovation
The third category of teachers, Esi and Femi, were
those who were overwhelmed by the checklist.
exclaimed,

As Femi

"I have not done any of the things that you're

talking about on this checklist!"
checklist "made me feel bad."

Esi felt that this

These teachers both

ignored the checklist as they seemed not to feel
competent to make any changes.
some of the

Instead, they discussed

ideas that they had for the upcoming semester

and tried to use the investigator as a helper.

Esi

remarked:

I'm happy that you're going to be
here,

that way you can give me some

feedback.

Esi and Femi discussed their use of the GLSP as contingent
upon the help that they felt they were going to receive
from the investigator.

The Final Interview
Two and a half months after the first observation,
the teachers,

the workshop leader, and the investigator

took part in a formal group interview.

This occasion
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again served as a good opportunity for the teachers to
discuss their use of the GLSP.

Ade, Bern, and Chiku,

for

the purpose of this discussion, are grouped together,
while Dayo,
group.

Esi, and Hawa are discussed as a separate

Femi was absent for this group interview.

Ade, Bern,

and Chiku

These three teachers focused their discussion of use
of the GLSP around four themes.

First, they all said that

they were experimenting with the GLSP.

Ade shares that:

I'm testing to see if the groupings
we're doing actually work...

I

sometimes group according to my old
methods

[color of hair, shoes, etc.]

and, sometimes, according to skill
levels...

I'm finding that the

children work better on their skills
when they are in their skill groups.

Bern also experimented with the GLSP:

....

it's amazing how children at a

lower skill level seem to respond to
working with children at a higher
level and vice-versa...

I had
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some strong prejudices against
this, but I was really surprised.

Second, Ade, Bern, and Chiku also focused on the issue
of accountability.

Chiku summed this up by saying:

.... we better focus on evaluations...
we have to come up with these results
of the GLSP assessment in order to
write our evaluations at the end of
the year... This use of the GLSP will
be evidence which we will be able to
use to get better programs.

The third theme that emerged for Ade, Bern, and Chiku
was adaptations of the GLSP.

These adaptations were used

to alleviate some of the problems during the assessment of
students'

skill levels.

....

Ade said that he sometimes:

identify three groups in a class

of 20 students by eyeballing the class...
the six highest skilled, the six lowest,
and the rest in between...

then I have

three skill level groups to work with.
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Bern said that:

.... sometimes I look at the range of
students'

skill ability in a class

rather than be specific...

I sometimes

have trouble with the management of
pencil and paper assessment and
record-keeping and this method is
more efficient.

The last theme of these teachers'

interview is some

philosophical reservations that they have with the GLSP.
Ade and Bern once again discussed the issue of "sex
segregation" and "motor elitism" and Chiku added:

I teach from a conceptual point of
%
view... what concepts do I want the
children to learn, then what skills
would help me to teach these concepts...
I've found it difficult this semester to
put as much emphasis on concepts as I
would like to...

the GLSP is concerned

with testing and grouping for activity
rather than with concepts...

in the

Xhosa School District we're only keeping
records of skill...
humane.

I want it to be more
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Day°• Esi, and Hawa
These teachers described their use of the GLSP as
transitional and still plagued with contextual problems.
Dayo discussed her transition:

I still do not break the children up
too often into ability groups...

I'm

still at the point of sometimes pre¬
testing, teaching my old way, and post¬
testing... but when I test,

it keys me

into looking for specific things with
the individual children and that's
valuable.

Hawa shared:

I haven't formalized my testing...

I

figured out that it's a manual
problem for me...

for me to teach

holding paper and pencil in my hand
is a real problem.

Esi:

I don't feel comfortable yet, but a
lot of changes have taken place this
semester...

I know the children and

their skill levels,

so I'm not formally
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assessing...

i'm more concerned with

appropriate task for the children...

it's

still a struggle.

In terms of contextual problems,

Dayo said:

I'm still frustrated with having the
children once a week... testing, setting
up activities...

I'm still overwhelmed.

Esi also had some contextual hindrances:

I m so isolated... having the investi¬
gator observe this semester was great,
but what happens when she leaves and
there is no one to give you any help?
Hawa adds :

When you have a limited supply of
equipment there is just so much that
you can do.

There are several
teachers'

ideas that emerged from the

discussions about their use of the GLSP.

The

teachers needed help, at critical points, during the
implementation of the GLSP.

The Xhosa teachers received

help from Jaja after their initial problems with the
assessment phase of the innovation.

During the spring
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interviews, these teachers discussed the problems that
they had encountered.

Ade, Bern, and Chiku, during the

final interview, reported that they were much more
comfortable with this assessment aspect of the GLSP.
Dayo, Esi, Femi, and Hawa also initially had problems
with the assessment component of the GLSP.

They tried to

implement this aspect of the innovation during the fall
semester with varying degrees of success.

Dayo worked

with the other Xhosa teachers and Jaja towards increasing
the

frequency instances of assessment during the fall

semester.

Although, by her own accounts,

she is still

uncomfortable with the assessments, she has managed to
pre- and post-test all of the classes that the district
teachers had agreed to.

Esi,

Femi, and Hawa, however,

were each just beginning to show immature patterns of
assessment.

It seems that Jaja's intervention helped the

Xhosa teachers to develop more advanced patterns of
assessment than Esi,

Femi, and Hawa.

The Xhosa teachers also proved that philosophical
reservations could be resolved with use and adaptation of
the GLSP.
and

Two of these concerns were "sex-segregation"

"motor elitism."

The teachers reported that, over a

period of time, they were able to decide upon variations
in their use of the GLSP which would get around these
problems.
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The teachers also became more autonomous as their
confidence increased.

At the time of the final interview,

Ade, Bern, and Chiku discussed several ways that they were
experimenting with the GLSP.

On the other hand, Esi,

Femi, and Hawa were not confident about their use of the
innovation and, consequently, were not able to engage in
any personal problem solving techniques.
The

issue of isolation also permeated the discussion

of use of the GLSP.

Esi, Femi, and Hawa continually

expressed that their isolation was a big factor which
caused them to cease or slow down their implementation of
the innovation.

These teachers felt that it was critical

to receive feedback and suggestions from a peer or an
outside consultant.

Esi believed that the presence of the

investigator helped to improve her use of the GLSP.

How Did the Innovation Evolve For Each Teacher?

This question can be addressed by looking at the
teachers in two groups.

The first group is made up of the

teachers in the Xhosa School District.

The second group

contains the three remaining teachers.

The next two

sections will provide some background information that is
relevant to the question of evolution of use of the GLSP.
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S_ection Ij_The Xhosa School Dist-rinf

The evolution of use of the GLSP by Ade, Bern, Chiku,
and Dayo will be discussed separately.

However, there is

some history shared by these teachers that is relevant to
this issue of evolution of use.

In the Xhosa School

District, the Superintendent of Schools is presented with
a statement of educational philosophy and goals that is
developed by the School Board.

The Superintendent and

the School Board decide on the goals which are top
priority and the manner in which the schools will try to
achieve these goals.
In the Xhosa School district each category of
specialist teachers,

i.e..

Language Arts, Math, Physical

Education, etc., have to develop a Program Analysis
Document which contains the goals, student objectives,
overall description,

inventory of resources and evaluation

plans for their particular subject area.

These documents

must be updated every four years and are expected to
reflect the philosophy and goals as outlined by the School
Board.
For over ten years, the teachers in the Xhosa School
District have compiled a program analysis document for
each subject area.

The physical education teachers,

however, have previously not been able to produce this
document.

In 1983 the elementary physical educators in
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this district finally developed a document in which they
outlined their broad goals for the physical education
programs in their schools,

m this document they also

wrote descriptions of their programs with specific
objectives for the different grade levels.

Ade, Bern, and

Chiku included inventories of all the equipment in their
schools in this Program Analysis Document.

Finally, these

teachers stated the evaluation goals and techniques that
they were going to use

(see Appendix G).

They covered all of the areas suggested by the
Superintendent and the School Board.

Ade, Bern, and Chiku

participated in the development of this Program Analysis
Document.

Dayo had just joined this staff in 1984 and,

consequently, was not involved in putting together the
document.

Once on the staff, however, she was also bound

by its goals.
In the evaluation section of this document Ade, Bern,
and Chiku stated that,

Given the skill assessment, the
student individual development
level will be measured and recorded
at ages 5,

8, and 11 and the results

will be kept in a cumulative record.
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These teachers had committed themselves in this document
and their supervisors were intent on holding them
accountable.
m 1987 *

The document is also scheduled to be revised

A11 of the teachers reported that, although they

had written about evaluation goals in the analysis
document,

they were unsure of exactly how the evaluations

would be conducted.

Almost two years after the document

was written, Ade, Bern, and Chiku attended the workshop
where they were introduced to the GLSP.

Section II;

Esi, Femi, and Hawa

The situation for Esi,

Femi, and Hawa is much

different from that of teachers in the Xhosa School
District.

First, these three teachers are evaluated only

by their building principals.

Esi, Femi, and Hawa all

reported that these evaluations usually take place once or
twice a year.

They reported that the principals do not

know much about physical education and usually focus the
evaluation on managerial skills rather than subject area
content.

These school districts do not have any overall

plans or documents about the philosophy and goals of
physical education.

Esi, Femi, and Hawa are free to plan

whatever they choose to do in their physical education
classes.
Second, there is some degree of isolation for these
teachers.

Esi never comes into contact with the other
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elementary physical educator in her school district.
both work in two separate schools in the district.

They
Esi

spends most of her time traveling back and forth between
her two schools.
Femi

is in a similar situation,

she and her building

colleague are the only elementary physical education
teachers in their district.

Femi's colleague is new to

teaching and to this school district, and consequently,
looks to Femi for help.

Hawa works in a district where

there are other physical educators also assigned to
schools at which she teaches.

These teachers, however,

all have responsibilities at other schools and are
constantly traveling from school to school.

Esi, Femi,

and Hawa do not have the district level interactions with
colleagues that are possible for the Xhosa teachers.
Finsllyr

Esi, Femi, and Hawa all teach in districts

that are some distance away from the University and,
consequently,

the workshop leader.

This distance adds to

their isolation and will be discussed later in this
chapter.
Now that several key details in the social and
professional context of the teachers have been outlined,
the evolution of implementation of the GLSP will be
discussed

in three sub-sections,

impressions of the GLSP,

(b)

(a)

the teachers'

first

the evolution of use of GLSP
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after the 1985 workshop, and
the observations.

(c)

use of the GLSP during

Each section will close with a brief

discussion of some conclusions that can be drawn from the
data.

Section I:_First Impressions of the GLSP

Chiku was the only teacher who had heard about the
GLSP before the original workshop.

she had a conversation

about the GLSP with the workshop leader during the spring,
1985 semester.

The little that she had learned about this

type of skill assessment encouraged her to take part in
the summer workshop.
The following are the teachers'

recollections of

their impressions of the GLSP when the idea was introduced
at the original workshop.

Ade

I

immediately thought that this was

a good method for evaluating what
skills the students have.

You can

even report the results with this
system.

All the teachers in our area

can use the same methods and get
consistent results.

This was the
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most important concept taught at the
workshop.
Bern

It would be useful, good direction
to go, clear...

I initially relegated

the GLSP to a lower position in terms
of the other things taught at the
workshop...

I did not realize they

had a more important role...

it

went well with the Graham program and
what Jaja was doing so I took it as
part and parcel of the workshop goals.
Chiku

This was the most important piece of
the workshop.
thank God!

I remember thinking,

Thank God!

This is some¬

thing we could all latch on to and
that we can work towards...

Won't it

be nice if we can incorporate some of
these things into our district tests
especially in gymnastics and dance
because they are not as well covered
by Graham...

I felt that this was a
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system that the Xhosa school district
could use and being curriculum
coordinator at that time, this was
good...

Also we could have a reporting

system, a congruent system...

We could

evaluate students and have a program
that wasn't autonomous to each school.
Dayo
You know that I did not attend the
workshop?

The other Xhosa teachers

filled me in...
sense to me...
assessing skill.

It made a lot of
a logical way of
I had never heard

about the GLSP before.

I did not

give it a lot of thought at the time.
When you're set in one way of doing
things. . .

Esi

Right away I was impressed...

I

thought, now that is the way to
teach - that is the answer...
That would be the way to go in
any physical education class.

I

think that the GLSP was the most
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important thing that was taught
at the workshop...

in teaching

I've noticed the vast difference
in the skill of my students...

One

of my concerns has always been
getting the underachiever or the
one with little experience to fit
in and not feel uncomfortable.
Femi

I thought that everything seemed
very neat, precise, and orderly and
I was trying to absorb as much as I
could...

I had never heard about the

GLSP before.

I have been striving to

find a way to keep records...

I have

no time to write things down and when
it comes to grading time...
very optimistic...

I was

I was going to

try this.

Hawa

I had never heard about the GLSP.
felt anxious that it was going to
involve a lot of documentation and

I
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paper work...

Could be unwieldy in the

context of the classroom...

i didn't

believe that I would be using the
GLSP in the purest form...

it was not

the most important thing at the work¬
shop.

i was more interested in

other aspects of teaching techniques
such as breaking down the components
of skills for the various grades.

These quotations from the teacher interviews provide
some insight into what teachers think about when
considering a prospective innovation.

Five of the six

teachers who attended the workshop ranked the GLSP as the
most

important concept taught at the workshop.

These five

teachers felt that the GLSP was important because the
innovative idea focused on needs that were important and
immediate to their instructional goals and to other
demands

in the workplace.

They all thought that they could change or enhance
their present teaching situations by using the GLSP.

Ade

immediately felt that this could be used as an evaluating
tool.

Esi saw it as the answer to the philosophical

dilemma of catering to different skill levels in her class
without disrupting the logical flow of instruction - a
problem that has been continually on her mind.

Femi was
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attracted by a system which would be the answer to her
grading problems.
that the GLSP was
realized that

Even Bern, who initially did not think
important, changed his mind when he

it was the pivot around which the

style of teaching moved.
of Bern’s attention.

"Graham"

This style already was the focus

He wanted to be able to teach using

this particular method.
Chiku
School
This

is

District,

is

reflected

quotations.
teachers
answer

the curriculum coordinator of the Xhosa

in

She

a position which she takes seriously.
in the

tone and content of her

immediately saw the GLSP as

the Xhosa School

District.

important to

It could be the

to some of the problems that they have been

struggling with for some time.
the GLSP has

implications

Ade also recognized that

for development of cohesive

policy and curriculum within the district.
The
insights
or

two other teachers provided some
into the reasons

limited use of an

demonstrated by Hawa.
added burden.

important

that teachers decide on non-use

idea.

One of the

This

important points

teacher saw the GLSP as an

Hawa believed

that this

innovation would

involve

too much documentation and paper work.

decided

that she would use

she

She

the aspects of the GLSP that

felt were valuable and discard those that were too

much trouble.

is
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Dayo provides another important clue.
about the GLSP second hand.

She learned

She claimed that the other

teachers were not very clear about the details of the GLSP
when she was initially introduced to the idea.

It appears

that this lack of clarity and depth of information were
two of the reasons that contributed to Dayo's limited use
of the GLSP.

Another factor may be that Dayo did not

attend the original workshop thereby missing some of the
social facilitation that was provided.
Section II;-Evolution of Use of the GLSP After the 1985
Workshop
This section contains an examination of how the
teachers described the evolution of their use of the GLSP
after the 1985 workshop.

These descriptions were given

during the formal interviews held at the end of the
spring,

1987 semester.

Descriptions from teachers in the

Xhosa School District will be discussed as one group,
while the accounts given by the other teachers will be
discussed in a second group.
The Xhosa Physical Education Teachers
The data collected in the formal interviews
indicated that there were three phases in the evolutionary
process for the teachers in the Xhosa School District.
Phase I:

1985-1986.

The fall, 1985 semester was a

period of intense activity for Ade, Bern, and Chiku
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regarding
developed
semester.

the GLSP.

They took the momentum that they had

during the workshop and carried it into the new
Ade explains,

I tested many children...

i found

that you will get different results
with different kinds of balls and
different surfaces during the soccer
test.

Chiku reports,

I was testing all the time...
tested in games, gymnastics,
dance.

I
and

I used tests that had been

developed in the workshop,
elementary school meetings,

in the
and some

of my own.

Bern also spent a great deal of time assessing the students
on various skills.

Dayo,

on the other hand,

she spent most of the fall,

reported that

1985 semester listening to the

reports of the experiences that the teachers were having
with the GLSP.

Up to this point Dayo claims,

I did not join

in the GLSP because I

still did not really understand what
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it was all about and 1 had my own
methods of evaluating the children.

Ade and Chiku also spent some time trying to get
other members of their school staff involved in their
of the GLSP.

Ade relates,

I also got other teachers involved...
I went to their classrooms and explanned what I was doing in the gym
with the GLSP...

I also explained

the levels to the kids...

I even

wrote an article in the school news¬
paper about the GLSP...

I was

enthusiastic!

Chiku contends,

I became involved in kindergarten
screening where I got the teachers
to use the PC, C, U, P system...
I taught my student teacher to use
the GLSP...

I started to explain

to other faculty about this testing...
I also explained to the parents
Advisory Council, the use of this
kind of evaluation so that they

use
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could get a handle on the evaluation
piece of the physical education
classes .

Despite the enthusiasm, Ade, Bern, and Chiku reported
that they were having some problems with the GLSP.

m the

fall, 1985 semester Bern describes,

I was not using the GLSP anywhere
near what I had expected...

i was

assessing okay but the lessons were
a problem.
school

The program at this

is already an individualized

program so that the children are
working on appropriate activities...
Also

[there is the problem of]

the

segregation that we talked about earlier.
Chiku adds.

There were too many tests...

We

were testing for about eight skills...

I

Every child...

Too much testing.

All of the teachers thought that their monthly
district meeting kept them going especially when use of
the innovation seemed out of control.

Ade says that,

Ill

The best help were the district
meetings...

Everyone was having

different experiences...
shared ideas...

We

This kept me

going.

Bern agrees that.

Working with the area teachers
helped...
stop,

Even when you want to

the thought of the upcoming

meeting keeps you going...

You

do not want to be the one to quit.

Phase II:-The District Supervisor.

As explained

previously, these teachers were accountable to the
district supervisor for the evaluation of skill
acquisition of their students.

At one of the monthly

district meetings in the spring, 1986 semester,

their

immediate supervisor reminded them that the Program
Analysis Document had to be reviewed in 1987 and that the
teachers had to be prepared to show documented evidence of
what they had accomplished in their classes.

The sudden

renewal of this administrative demand created both
confusion and panic.

Ade describes.
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Things were getting hectic.

We were

all testing and getting different
results...

Different problems...

No

consistency. We were in over our heads.
Dayo echoes,

We needed a system of evaluation and
reporting,

the area supervisor was

demanding some results...

I was

testing for results to hand into the
school committee...

This was awful...

I wasn't teaching what I was testing at
the time so I'll just take a group of
kids and evaluate something in the
middle of teaching something else and
that was always frustrating...

Because

we had to report things.

Chiku agrees,

There was a gathering storm...

There

were concerns that the tests might be
declared imperfect...

As the curriculum

coordinator I knew that this was just a
start and would be okay with the district
but the others did not agree.
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The teachers continued individually to use the GLSP
during this semester.

They agreed that they would test in

particular skill areas for particular grades.
meant,

This

for example, that they would all assess their third

grade classes in soccer skills, their fifth grades in
basketball skills and their first grade in catching and
throwing.

This way, they would all be able to report to

the district on particular skills for particular grades
throughout the school district.

Phase III;-Enter Jaja,
Bern, Chiku,

the Workshop Leader.

Ade,

and Dayo decided at the end of the spring,

1986 semester that they needed help.

As Chiku explained.

We were such a diverse group and
were having so much difficulty
coming to final decisions that we
decided that we needed an outside
person...

I wanted to abdicate

the role of decision maker because
we were not going anywhere.

We

decided on Jaja because we knew
him from the workshop and felt we
could work with him.
to go along.

Dayo decided
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Chiku, with the help of the
and eventually was able to
with the teachers for the f
For Dayo,

this meeting was

understanding of the GLSP.

other teachers wrote a grant
contract Jaja’s help.

jaja me t

irst time in November, 1986.
the beginning of a real
She explains.

Meetings this year, working with Jaja...
That’s probably where I developed an
understanding of the GLSP...

For me,

the evolution of use of the GLSP really
hit at this time...

The teachers decided to stop all assessment and to try to
develop a consistent method of, a)
cording of results, c)
levels,

and d)

skill testing, b) re¬

activities for the different skill

an evaluation system.

Chiku had some

problems with this:

I was willing to use an imperfect
testing system while we worked on a
new system but the others did not
agree...

So I stopped assessing.

Jaja and the teachers decided to undertake the task
of developing testing and evaluation guides for the five
basic motor skills of throwing, catching, dribbling with
feet,

batting and dribbling with hands.

Different
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teachers worked
skills.

on developing the tests for different

The independent testing guides were brought back

to the group, revisions were made, and the tests
finalized.
Two teachers were then videotaped giving the same
test to the same grade level in their separate schools.
At the following monthly meeting the teachers would
independently code the tapes to see if they were
consistent in their evaluation of students'

skill levels.

The resulting levels of agreement for the independent
codings were:

(a)

Throwing 93%,

dribbling with feet 81%,
dribbling with hands 86%.
for all

(d)

(b) catching 84%,

batting 97%, and

(c)

(e)

The inter-observer agreement

five skills met the commonly observed criterion of

80% .
From November 1986 to June 1987 Ade, Bern, Chiku,
Dayo, and Jaja had a series of meetings.

The main outcome

of these meetings was a fifteen page testing and
evaluation guide for the five fundamental motor skills
(see Appendix H) .

They agreed that these procedures were

to be used throughout the district during the fall, 1987
semester.
supervisor.

A copy of this guide was sent to the district
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Esi,

Femi,

and Hawa

In order to develop a description of the evolutionary
process which shaped use of the GLSP by Esi,

Femi, and

Hawa, during the period after the 1985 workshop,
experiences also are divided

~956
just

like

I:-— -1'

into three phases.

1985 Semester.

the Xhosa teachers,

Esi,

each focused on the aspect of

meant

that

important to them.

"the movement education"

physical education.

I

Hawa

initially

approach to teaching

Through testing
I placed

them in the different skill level
groups.

reports,

I

used

the GLSP in a

basketball unit.
of different

they

For Esi and Femi this

taught a sixth grade soccer unit

and general observations

Femi

1985

Initially,

Esi explains,

using the GLSP...

and Hawa,

the workshop that they

they focused on the GLSP.

focused on

Femi,

approached the fall,

semester with a great deal of optimism.

ranked as most

their

fifth grade

I had a variety

lessons and activities...
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Mostly station work which was geared
towards the different levels.
Hawa states,

That

first year I set up a unit

that was movement oriented but did
not

involve the GLSP...

After I

felt more comfortable with this
approach

I was able to start

thinking about the GLSP.

Toward the end of the fall,
Femi

1985 semester Esi and

began to have doubts about using the GLSP.

shares

Femi

that:

I

think that

I picked the wrong class

to experiment with...

They had behavior

problems and were always out of control...
In September you don’t know this
going to be

the case...

is

My use of the

GLSP just faded out.

Esi

says.

There were some problems that

I had

not expected or worked out regarding
the GLSP...

The students were all
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over the place...
so much time...

Testing was taking
All of a sudden I was

testing and not allowing for practice
time and getting on with skills and
games.

I did not use them

[the GLSP]

for the rest of that year.

Phase
1986,
GLSP.

Esi

II_?-Adaptations
and

Emerge.

By the spring of

Femi claimed that they were not using the

Hawa reported that she was still not

hooked on the

idea."

revealed some

interesting variations or adaptations of the

GLSP that

These three teachers,

"completely

they used during

interviews

in June

I

1987.

however,

1986 and up to the point of the
Esi reports,

can honestly say that although I have

not taught a particular unit,

there are

many times when we would all be practicing
catching and throwing and

I would put two

highly skilled students together to
practice
or

throwing at a greater distance

I may be more strict about calling a

game violation,
skilled student.

a

foul, on a higher
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Femi adds.

I'll

leave the higher skilled on their

own...

Concentrated on the pre-control

group because there was no way that

I

could get to everyone.

These

three

teachers also described some adaptations

in

their behavior which they used throughout the period.
Principally,

these appeared to have taken the

form of

perceiving student progress within a different conceptual
framework,

and seeing significance

previously escaped notice.

I did not use

that had

Femi begins,

it at all except

back of my mind,
formally...

in events

in

here and there,

the
not

Not with specific tasks

for the different ability levels.

Hawa expresses,

I

also started looking,

in some cases

at how students were gravitating when
it came

time

for partner activities...

The kids who were working at the
highest

level were

the ones who tend

to seek out students of their same
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ability...

I did not take too much

action...

I also started assessing

classes by eyeballing the class...
Too much time

for

individual testing...

Things were not always

in the pure

form.

Femi

reports,

I

have been trying to use them

GLSP]

for myself,

I used

the terms

grading

[the

not the kids...
[PC,

C,

in my book...

U,

P]

in

I used the

GLSP in my head.

Phase
1987,

Esi

III:

Enter the

Investigator.

After March

reported.

After you
I

[the

thought,

give up,

investigator]

you know,

I

so I came back

called,

should not
to a third

grade and did some throwing and
catching...

I discovered two skill

level groups...
little

I gave one group a

larger ball

that was easier

to catch and the other had a smaller
one

that was more difficult to field...
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I

feel a need to challenge them

especially at the upper level.

Femi also reacted to the

This year

investigator’s presence:

[1987]

I „as thinking of

looking at the kindergarten classes
in some skills...

Now that you're

going to be here maybe
again...

I

felt guilty when you

called to ask

Hawa's

I'll try once

if

I was using the GLSP.

reaction during this phase was:

I've started designing activities to
suit the levels which are mostly pre¬
control and control...
going to be here

I'll

more with the GLSP...
some

The

try to work
You can give

feedback.

information shared

provide some

if you're

insights

in these Quotations

into teacher change even before

verifying whether the teachers are actually
the GLSP

in the ways

First,

there

caused

these

GLSP.

The

that

they have described.

is evidence

teachers

implementing

that a series of reasons

to continue trying to implement the

first was their concern about student learning.
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All eight teachers discussed how the innovation could help
to improve student learning.

Even Esi and Femi, who

admitted that they had not used the GLSP, still thought
that the innovation was effective because it provided a
means of challenging students to improve their skills.
The next reason that encouraged teacher use of the
GLSP was the attractiveness of the idea.

The teachers

focused on the GLSP because they thought that this idea
could be incorporated into their repertoire of teaching
skills.

The GLSP initially seemed to the teachers to be a

ready-made solution to their problems.

The innovation

seemed to provide easy 1,2,3 steps of testing, activities,
and evaluation.

It was only during actual implementation

that the complexity of the GLSP was really understood.
When initial attempts to implement failed or were
made difficult by unresolved managerial problems, Esi,
Femi, and Hawa slowed down their use of the GLSP.

The

Xhosa teachers, on the other hand, discovered that the
next step of the series was even more powerful.

These

teachers had to continue to try to implement the GLSP
because they were accountable to their supervisor.

They

had already committed themselves to evaluating their
students and reporting the results to the district.

They

could have decided to change to another system but, like
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the teachers in the other districts,

they too believed

that the GLSP was inherently a sound approach.
The second discovery made during the teacher
nterviews was the theme of isolation versus community.
The teachers

in the Xhosa School District reported having

each others

support in the monthly district meetings.

They shared the positive and negative experiences they
had while they were trying to implement the innovation.
They were also able to design the skill assessment as a
group and,

thus, decrease their individual workload.

The

Xhosa teachers also provided each other with feedback
about their use of the GLSP.
Ade, Bern, Chiku, and Dayo were also able to turn to
the workshop leader for help once they realized that they
were in trouble.
University.

Their school district is close to the

This was a factor which influenced Jaja to

accept their invitation.
Esi, Femi, and Hawa, on the other hand, all
complained about their isolation.

They all wanted to have

some feedback on what they were doing.

They also wanted

some suggestions about ways to proceed out of their
apparent rut.

The teachers never got in touch with Jaja

because they felt that their schools were so far away and
that

it would be too much of an effort, on his part, to

visit their schools.

As Esi explains.
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Jaja is so far away...

i don't expect

him to come all this way just to help
me...

Even if he assigned a student

teacher he'll still have to come this
far...

it's difficult to ask anyone to

come this distance to help me with my
problem.

The third insight concerning evolution of these
teachers'

use of the GLSP is the difference between

cognitive understanding and implementation of an
innovation.
Dayo,

All of these teachers, with the exception of

felt that they understood the GLSP when they left

the workshop.

They all spoke of the innovation in the

same manner as Graham and Jaja.
not understand what the
would

initial

They, however, did
implementation of the idea

involve nor did they understand how much they should

attempt

in their first use of the GLSP.

The Xhosa teachers,

in their own words,

more than they could chew."

"bit off

It seems that these teachers

did not understand that change may be a slow process and
sometimes must be achieved in small
after the

initial

increments.

Two years

introduction of the ideas, most of these

teachers are still grappling with the logistical issues
involved

in the

implementation process.
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The fourth insight deals with the subtle nature of
spontaneous adaptation.

„hat teachers said

indicates that

these teachers adapted the innovation to permit limited
application, when faced with their inability to carry out
the innovation as it was originally intended.
Esi, Hawa, and Femi reported on some quite unexpected
uses of the GLSP in their instructional routines.

They

started to observe the students and categorize progress
information in a GLSP format.

Femi went further and used

the information when assigning grades.

Further, all three

teachers talked about using the GLSP in isolated
circumstances and

Dayo's interview suggests some

continuing experimentation.

For example, she reported

using the GLSP to test skills that were different from the
skills that her classes were currently working on.
The fifth insight provided by these teacher
interviews rests

in the nearly exclusive focus of all the

teachers on the assessment aspect of the GLSP.

All of the

teachers, with the exception of Hawa, spent the bulk of
their time testing the children to put them into the
different skill level groups.

The Xhosa teachers spent a

great deal of time trying to assess most of the children
in their schools.

Femi and Esi also reported spending

long hours assessing, even though they were disappointed
with the amount of time it was taking.
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Hawa was the only teacher who,

from the beginning,

reported that she was concerned with the amount of time
that the assessing of the children would take,
possible

is

that she was more critical of the initial

introduction of the GLSP because this was not,
the most

it

important idea

the other hand,
she was not

introduced at the workshop,

unable to recall which of these assumptions

III;

Observations.

on

this concern might also be the reason that

initially impressed by the GLSP.

Section

for her,

Hawa was
is accurate.

Use of the GLSP During the

Teacher use of

the GLSP during the

observations will be reported within the framework of the
six components of
The

teachers

in

the

Innovation Configuration Checklist.

the Xhosa School

investigator that during
going

the

to concentrate on using

District

fall,

indicated to the

1987 semester they were

the GLSP to evaluate and

improve specific skills with designated grade
the kindergarten and

feet and

In

first grades they were going to

concentrate on catching and throwing.
fourth grades

levels.

In third and

they were going to work on dribbling with

in the

fifth grade they were going to work on

dribbling with hands.
Esi,

Femi,

and Hawa

indicated that during the fall,

1987 semester they would each be using the GLSP in one
grade

level with the two classes

that they each taught at
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that level.

Esi was going to work with her two fifth

grade classes while Femi and Hawa were each going to use
the GLSP with two of their kindergarten classes.
Msessment.

The xhosa teachers had agreed th>t thgy

would conduct their assessment of soccer dribbling
outdoors on the grass with a soccer ball.
weeks of the semester were rained out.
different reactions to this.
assessments.
ball.

The teachers had

Chiku went ahead with her

she conducted them indoors with a sponge

As she said,

with it."

The first two

"it was much more important to get on

Ade, Bern, and Dayo all waited for the weather

to get better.

When this did not happen,

resorted to other methods.

they all

Ade and Dayo used soccer balls

on their blacktop areas while Bern stayed in the gymnasium
and used a combination of rubber and soccer balls.

Chiku

got her assessment done in the first week, while the other
teachers were still testing during the third and fourth
weeks of the semester.
Ade was very skillful at setting up and executing his
tests.

On one particular day he set up four areas on the

outdoor blacktop area.
orange cones.

These areas were marked by bright

One area was for the zig-zag dribble test,

another for the accuracy kick, yet another for the
kick-run test and the final area was for the punt kick.
The children could practice in any of the other areas
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except the one at which Ade was conducting a student's
assessment.

Ade elminiated all waiting around, but had

problems with students who continued to be off task.
Chiku, however, was the only teacher who used the
skill test videotapes that were developed by Jaja and the
other teachers to demonstrate the test to her students.
She then used a video of the game situations in which the
skills could be used.

After looking at these introductory

tapes, the students saw a forty-five minute tape of Pele and
international soccer games.

This kept the children occupied

while Chiku called them out,

four at at time, to take the

test.
Bern put the class to work on various soccer drills in
the front half of his gymnasium.

He had the equipment set

up in the back half of the gymnasium for the tests.

He

called three to five children at a time to take the test.
This situation quickly became chaotic.

Most of the children

were off-task and had to be constantly disciplined.
Dayo had another teacher working with her during the
fall semester.

This teacher kept the students occupied with

soccer drills while Dayo called them out of the class
in groups of five to administer the test.
Chiku and Dayo also post-tested the students at the end
of the fifth and sixth weeks of the semester.

Chiku moved

outdoors for her soccer post-testing and her students used a
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soccer ball,
groups.

she post-tested in the three skill level

For example, all of the pre-control children in a

particular class were tested as a group.

The two remaining

groups were involved in pre-assigned activities inside of
the gymnasium.

The outdoor area that Chiku used for her

post-testing was strategically positioned for her to be able
to assess the students and also to have a good view of the
inside of the gymnasium, thereby keeping the other students
on-task.
Dayo conducted her post-testing on the grass with the
soccer balls.

She used the same procedures that she had

used for the pre-test.
post-test,

At the end of both the pre- and

Dayo reported the outcomes to the children and

discussed their improvements.

Her testing methods will be

described in the later discussion of record-keeping.
The Xhosa teachers were clear about their methods for
assessment.

They also had very definite ideas about how

they were going to set up the testing environment.
kept all of the students occupied and on task.

Chiku

Dayo also

accomplished this, but she had the luxury of someone who
took responsibility for the class while she tested.

Ade and

Bern both had unresolved problems with off-task behavior
during the testing.

Esi's first goal for the semester was to improve the
fitness level of her fifth graders.

She decided to assess
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these students using the Presidential Fitness Test.

She

gave all of the students the test and compared the scores to
national test norms.

Esi assigned the students to the

different GLSP groups based on this comparison.

The class

was divided into four groups of four or five students.
There were four stations,
test,

(a) step test,

(c) standing jump and,

(b)

(d) shuttle run.

flexibility
The

students rotated to the different stations and scored
themselves on the test.
Once Esi moved to different skills she reverted to her
old method where she used her previous knowledge of the
skill ability of the students to place them into different
skill level groups.

Esi believed that this method saved her

precious time that could be more wisely used as practice
t ime.
Femi used the first three weeks of the semester setting
up the learning environment with her kindergarten class.
During the fourth week she began to assess them on traveling
forms.
skip.

She first tried to assess them on their ability to
Femi demonstrated the test and then proceeded to have

the children attempt the test when she called their names.
After the first six children completed the test, Femi
assigned them another activity to do in another area of the
gymnasium.

It was obvious that she did not want to have

them sit around while she administered the test to the other
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children.

It appeared to the observer that everythin, was

going well.

However, during an informal talk after class

Femi reported that she was overwhelmed by the task,

she

found it difficult and stressful to conduct the test while
also insuring that the other children were occupied.
Hawa had initially reported that she did not conduct
her assessment in the "traditional" way.
methods suggested by the GLSP, Hawa would,

Instead of the
for example, ask

all of her students to skip and then scan the class and make
mental notes of the ability levels of the different
children.
process,

In order to have a better understanding of this
I asked Hawa to talk into a small tape recorder

which she carried while she taught the class.

An example of

this mental process is recorded in the following words that
Hawa uses:

I can see that Kwesi has problems with
his throwing and catching.
the PC level.

He is at

Most of the children are

either at the PC or C level in throwing
and catching...

Ayana is tracking the

bean bag as she is about to catch it...
Aisha has good hand-eye coordination...
Jabali

is looking straight at the bag

and throwing it up near to his eyes...
Jenne is looking at the bean bag from
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a stationary position while Bedawi
moving towards

is

it.

two groups of teachers are clearly at different
levels in their conceptualization and execution of the
assessment phase of the GLSP.
exactly what they want to do,

The Xhosa teachers know
even though some of them are

still having problems with class control and off-task
behavior during the assessment.

The other teachers are

still experimenting and working through some of the problems
of administering the test.

All of the teachers are still

battling with the conflict between testing time versus
practice time.

Record-Keeping.

This

is an area in which all seven

teachers can be discussed as a group since they all
attempted some form of record-keeping.
the record sheets are in Appendix I.

Samples of all of
All of the teachers

eventually recorded the test results in their attendance
books.
Except

for Esi,

all of the teachers had a roster and a

column designated for each skill.
PC, C,

U,

P to represent the different skill levels.

added a plus
who fell

Ade and Chiku used

(P+) or minus

(P-)

They

to identify those children

in between the different levels.

Bern and Dayo used

1,2,3,4 to represent the different levels and the plus and
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"inus in the same manner as Ade and Chiku.

Hawa used yes or

no after each child's name to indicate if they could or
could not execute the skill. Ade and Chiku also wrote verbal
comments after some of the students'

names.

Esi gave each student an index card on which they
recorded their results on the fitness test.
entered these results

She then

into her personal computer at home and

came up with a record sheet.

As the semester progressed,

she tended to use her previous knowledge of students to
assign them to activity groups and,

consequently, did not

keep any written records.
Femi attempted to keep records.

The first day of

assessment she recognized that she did not know the names of
these new kindergarten students.
seemed to go well,
for a few students.

Although the assessment

this meant that she only recorded results
Femi tried to keep these records,

but

into the fifth week of the semester the school was still
undecided about the kindergarten classes.

Every week Femi

would have to switch children on her roster as the school
kept switching the classes.

This led to frequent erasures

and overwrites on Femi's roster and confusion about who was
in which classes.

She eventually gave up trying to keep

records.

Activity Grouping and Use of Equipment and Materials.
This aspect of the GLSP was

least closely matched to the
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demands of the GLSP.

Chiku exhibited the most advanced

translation of the assessment into actual teaching strategy.
First, she did not want the children to know that they were
assigned to skill level groups,

chiku said that this would

lead to “negative labeling" of the children in the
pre-control group,

she resolved her initial concern by

naming the groups. Pick of the Crop for Pre-Control
Crackerjacks for Control and Ultimates for Utilization.

The

children were unaware of the levels associated with the
groups.

Throughout the semester, they never ridiculed or

jeered at each other's assignment to a group.
Second, during her soccer unit, Chiku had three
stations.

At the fitness station, the students had tasks

that were established during the previous semesters.

The

group that was assigned to this station knew what to do
without having to be told.

This meant that Chiku had only

to focus on the two remaining groups.

These groups were

given activities to challenge their particular levels and
needs.
The entire class rotated so that each group visited the
fitness station.

The pre-control students worked with the

sponge and small rubber balls.

The control group worked

with the larger rubber balls while the utilization group
worked mostly with the soccer balls.

There were also
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occasions where Chiku mixed the groups SQ that #
student worked with a utilization student.
Bern and Ade occasionally worked in skill level groups.
When this occurred, students worked in two groups.

The

teachers assigned the pre-control and the lower end of
the control to one group and the utilization and upper end
the control to another group.

in instances where all the

girls were in the pre-control group, Bern would assign the
bottom half of the boys' groups to the bottom half of the
girls' group and the top half of the girls' with the
remaining boys.
In Ade and Bern's classes, different activities were
sometimes assigned to each skill group, but generally all
students worked on the same activities.

Sometimes the

students were still able to work at their own skill level in
this particular situation, but most of the time their
different skill level needs were not met.

These children

were sometimes taught with equipment that was modified based
on their skill levels.
Femi,

Hawa, and Dayo usually had all of their students

involved in the same activities.

If you walked into

their classes, there would be no evidence that they were
aware that the students were at different skill levels.
Dayo would sometimes divide a class into teams of three or
four so that they could play small soccer games.

On these
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occasions she would

divide the teams according to skill

level, however, all of the teams were assigned the same
task.

Femi, Hawa, and Dayo did not appear to modify any of

their equipment based on their students'

skill level.

As the semester progressed, Esi altered her teaching to
more frequently assign tasks according to skill level.
When indoors, she worked in stations.
had task boards.

At each station she

Each board displayed tasks that students

could attempt progressively.

They had to accomplish one

task before they were allowed to move onto the next one.
When working outdoors,
instructions

the students were given their initial

in the gymnasium and then began the tasks as

soon as they were outdoors.
group,

Esi would move from group to

changing the tasks as she saw fit.

Esi also tried to

modify her equipment to suit the various skill levels,

but

with her limited supply this was not always possible.

Teacher Technique.

These seven teachers all provided

the children with tasks that were clear and specific.

Their

ability to do this may be attributed to the many years of
teaching experience that they all had.
ability to provide

individual students with very specific

skill-related feedback.
with the

They also had the

These teaching techniques helped

implementation of the GLSP as the innovation

revolved around specific tasks and skill-related feedback.
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There were, however, several instances in which poor
teaching techniques inhibited the implementation of the
GLSP.

In classes where the children were allowed to be

off-task and to exhibit disruptive behavior,
partner work was
these teachers’

impossible.

individual and

This had a negative effect on

ability to work with the GLSP as this

innovation relied heavily on these methods of student
activity.
Chiku and Esi were very effective at readjusting tasks
according to the proficiency group needs.

During a class

Chiku usually spoke to all children about their skill
performance and often suggested alternative tasks.

Esi was

not as skilled at this as Chiku was but, as the semester
progressed,

she improved in her ability to give individual

skill related feedback to her students.

References.

Femi and Hawa are the only teachers who do

not appear to be using the text,
their lessons.

Children Moving,

to plan

Instead they tend to draw on their past

experiences as a resource.

The Xhosa teachers have their

district plans which rely heavily on Graham's teaching ideas
and method for the GLSP.

Chiku

is also very skilled in a

complementary method of teaching which facilitated her use
of the GLSP.

She had a solid background in an individual

approach to teaching physical education and was very skill
oriented.

This

is

in marked contrast to Dayo who seemed to
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be more game oriented and thus had more difficulty
implementing the GLSP which focuses heavily on skill
acquisition.
Esi, by her own account, used the GLSP more and more
as the semester progressed.
assertion.

Observations confirmed this

She began to use Graham's ideas for activity

tasks for the different levels.

Her informal conversations

also indicated that she was beginning to acquire a more
thorough understanding of the GLSP.

During the sixth week

she even remarked that, "Graham did not mean to apply the
GLSP to fitness in the way that I did at the beginning of
the semester."

There are several conclusions that might be drawn from
the observations.

The issue of support is very important in

implementing an innovation.

Teachers working together, even

if they have different styles and goals,
implementation process.

facilitate the

The Xhosa teachers have definitely

benefited from their group efforts.
The support of outside consultants is also important.
As Anderson

(1982)

suggested,

this support works

particularly well when initiated by the teachers.

The Xhosa

teachers made a decision to bring Jaja in as a consultant
and this has enabled them to increase their use of the GLSP.
The perceived support that a teacher receives is also
important.

Esi had stopped using the GLSP almost one year
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before the investigator initiated this study.

Esi said that

she decided to start to work on the GLSP once again because
she felt that the investigator would help by providing her
with useful feedback and new ideas.

I spent a great deal of

time listening to Esi talk about the innovation, but limited
the interaction to nodding and active listening.

Even this

relatively neutral input was perceived by Esi as supporting
her efforts.

The result of this relationship was her

increased usage of the GLSP during the Fall, 1987 semester.
The teachers' mastery of basic class management skills
played a role during the implementation process.

Teachers

whose students were on-task and whose students have had
previous experience with working individually found it
easier to implement the GLSP.
management problems,
pupil behavior,

Those who have unresolved

particularly those involving disruptive

found it difficult to work during the

activity phase of the GLSP.

if a new idea is introduced, it

be much easier to implement if the innovation can be
the primary focus of attention for the teacher.
There

is also a tension between invidious labeling and

desirable individualizing.

Graham and Jaja perceive the

assignment of skill groups as a way of individualizing a
program so that students can improve their skill levels.
Some of the teachers see it as creating a potential for
encouraging negative outcomes such as "sex segregation" and
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motor elitism"

to occur in their classes.

Problems ari:
.se

when such dilemmas are not confronted during the early
stages of presentation or implementation.
Observations confirmed that the meaning of success must
be flexible when evaluating implementation of an innovation.
It was evident that success could not be determined by a
single standard.
different
Hawa

The Xhosa teachers all had achieved

levels of success

in assessing pupil performance.

is still assessing in her head.

on recording and Esi

Femi

is still working

is still relying on her previous

knowledge of the children to assess their skill
These all

represent different levels of

the GLSP assessment procedures,
substantial alterations

but all constitute

find satisfying,

Accordingly,

of not as a dichotomous

"yes"

or

success

useful,

and

is best conceived

"no" but as a complex

continuum reflecting varying degrees of
Varying

implementation of

in previous teaching behaviors -

alterations which the teachers
generally desirable.

levels.

implementation.

levels of success can also be seen

in the

record-keeping and grouping components of the GLSP.

Some

teachers are

stronger

is not using

the assessment component as Graham intended,

but

in one component than the other.

is doing an excellent

groups

job of planning tasks for the

that she has devised.

subtle differences

in kind and

To be able to notice these
level of success,

an

Esi
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investigator has
the

to spend an extended period of time with

teachers.
There are also different phases

and

implementation process

These are.
use the

(a)

Initial

innovation,

assessing
grouping

the children,

(h)

working with

and

(j)

sharing

(b)

making a decision to

thinking about the

the students,

learning

for this particular innovation.

interest,

(c)

in the

(e)
(g)

innovation,

recording the results,
setting up tasks

the various task groups,

(d)

(f)

for each group,

(i)

post-testing,

results with students and others.

Some teachers moved serially from one phase to the next.
Others

tended

to skip around and experiment with different

steps.
The

final

wisdom,

some

changes

in

conclusion

is

teachers are prepared to attempt recommended

their work even

impractical,

problematic,

if

They seem all

too ready,

judgments and adopt

the

to the

When misperceptions of

in ways which
ideal

indicates

however,

seems

it

innovations as

Further,

some will

that such

to devalue

the vantage point of

innovation occur,

respond

they see the

or risky.

press on even when evidence

developer.

that contrary to popular

the

is the case.

their own
innovation

the demands

inherent

is difficult for teachers

lead

them out of

the problem.

in

to
Loyalty

to serve as a barrier to problem solving.
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All of the teachers,
implementation process,
by all the

testing.

at some point

in the

reported that they were overwhelmed

They complained that too much time was

spent testing and not enough teaching.

The Xhosa teachers

Stopped all of their testing only when Jaja, during his
consultation,

told them that they did not have to try to

cover every skill with every child.

It would seem that

their experiences should have indicated the impossibility of
the situation, but these teachers continued to do what they
thought Graham wanted.
This also seemed to be the case during the development
of

the

Innovation Configuration Checklist.

were given the
they

felt was appropriate.

teachers

to make changes.

doing some of
grid,

freedom to change the grid

but

the

things

The teachers
in any manner that

Chiku and Hawa were the only
There were teachers who were not

that were

they still did not

feel

listed on the observation
free to suggest

alterations.

They seemed

to assume that,

as the

investigator,

I obviously knew more than they did about the

GLSP.

What

Personal

and Contextual

Factors Affected Each Teacher’s

Implementation Process?

There were several personal and contextual
which affected each teacher's

factors

implementation process.

These
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factors were either
observed during the

reported during the

interviews or

investigator's visits to the schools.

Formal

Interviews

The teachers reported several factors that hindered
the

implementation process.

testing phase of the GLSP.

They all complained about the
As Esi explains,

I'm not sure that all

this

testing

benefits the students as much as
trying to get around and letting
them get some skill

feedback from

you.

Chiku

feels some of
I

think

this same

frustration:

it's a lack of familiarity

with being used
of class — and

to taking time out
I

believe

it's

taking time out - to pre- and
post-test...

There were too many

items

[the Xhosa teachers]

that we

were trying to test.

The

teachers also felt that the record-keeping phase was a

big drawback
about

this.

to

implementation.

Hawa was very perceptive
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Somehow,
on

that

I got the

impression early

I would have to be doing all

this documenting...
respect
all

i have a healthy

for other people who can do

this paperwork,

factor that

but there

is a fear

I would eventually be

paying more attention to paperwork
than to students.

Esi also concluded

that there was,

too much paperwork...

I

just found

it difficult to keep the kids
occupied while

I'm trying to assess

their skills...

Every time we stop

and

that we are not

test,

I

feel

really learning...

I have to test

myself because the kids are not
always honest.

Dayo agrees and

I was

ties this problem to her schedule:

teaching each class only

once a week so that

testing and

record-keeping was consuming too
much of my teaching
would

time...

I

rather teach than test...
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Expose them to practicing something
rather than being tested.

Ben, also discusses his schedule

I

in relation to the GLSP

see each class about 1

a week.

1/3 times

That certainly does not

leave too much time

for testing and

record-keeping.

Chiku adds.

Schedule wise,
classes and

I have thirty-five

it's all very hard to

do so much testing...
almost

love to have assistance at

that point,
be a

I would

but

there would still

lot to organize.

Another hindrance

for the

teachers was the way physical

education classes were so easily suspended.
and

Dayo all

reported that

Ade,

Bern,

Esi,

the physical education period was

frequently used to schedule other activities.
Femi,
that

they

Esi,
feel.

Being

and Hawa all complained about the
Esi

reflects all of their sentiments:

the only physical education

teacher,

I

isolation

feel

that some

feedback
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on a regular basis would have been
a help to get
get

it

[GLSP]

going - to

it started.

The reverse of this situation was true for the Xhosa
teachers.

Dayo puts this feeling

It

is nice to be

the kind of
is

into her own words:

in an area

where

information that you need

available...

You also work with

other teachers who give you support...
Who give you

The

ideas and

teachers had some personal values which were a

matter of concern during
Bern was

feedback.

the

implementation of the GLSP.

first to talk about the problems of

segregation"
concerns.

the

and

"elitism", but the others had similar

Chiku feels strongly that.

This

is

There

not reading or math...

is something beyond this

in physical education that does
not need to die...

Everybody gets

to participate,

but

to be

They don't need

that

realm.

"sex

labeled...

in the physical
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The teachers also indicated that once they started to
implement the GLSP they began to realize that they did not
have all of the
Femi says

information and skills that were needed.

that,

I wanted things to go in the order
that

I had written them up...

just

like Jaja explained at the workshop...
And

it didn't always...

i became

frustrated.

Chiku adds

that,

Application and reporting systems
were not given at the original
workshop,

for example, we never

discussed how to use the

information

acquired during assessment to give
feedback

to a child at the PC level

in dribbling with the

Ade expands

this

feet.

theme:

No one thought about the difference
that different surfaces and different
balls would have on the results of
the soccer tests...

What was the

correct method of assessment?

Bern also thought that.

We wanted to know how to apply
these tests to other areas of
our curriculum...

Dance, for

instance.

There were also factors that helped the teachers
implement the GLSP.

Chiku sums it up for all of the

teachers when she says,

We continued to use the GLSP because,
in the final analysis,

it helped us to

all focus on the goal of improving
lessons for each child...
however,

The process,

is slow. Lord Almighty,

it's

extremely slow!

Esi elaborates on this point.

It gave me an organizational base in
which to look at my classes and see
what I have and where they are at, and
maybe what level of instruction to
even start on...
U,

P]

The system

[PC, C,

was great for making notations

in my grade book even when I was not
actually using the GLSP.
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Observations

Many of the factors that the teacher discussed during
the interviews were visible during the observations.
Observations, however,

brought to light four factors that

the teachers did not discuss.
First,

the teachers did not discuss their facilities

and equipment as major positive factors.
observations,

During the

it was clear that these teachers, except

possibly for Hawa, worked in excellent facilities with
abundant equipment.

They all have large gymnasia, a wide

variety of equipment,

large grass and blacktop areas,

classes that have an average of twenty children.

and

Hawa had

some limitations in gymnasium space and equipment, but even
her situation was far better than some of the deplorable
physical education settings that other physical education
teachers report

(Locke,

Griffin, and Templin,

1986).

These

positive environments certainly helped these teachers during
the

implementation process.
Second,

the spring 1987 planning had a positive effect

on the Xhosa teachers'
fall,

1987 semester.

implementation process during the
They had specific tests to conduct and

specific guidelines to follow in the execution of these
tests.

Ade, Bern, Chiku,

and Dayo were all exhibiting more

advanced abilities to assess than were Esi,

Femi,

and Hawa.

The grouping and assigning of specific skill tasks for the
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different proficiency levels was still
*
eveis was still uneven and sometimes
absent in Ade, Bern, and Dayo's classes, but they were
beginning to focus much more on this aspect of implementing
the GLSP.

Femi and Hawa were not yet exhibiting direct

involvement in this aspect of the GLSP.
Third, some of the teachers were beginning to devise
ways to get around their problems with the test and the
assignment of skill proficiency labels to the children.
Chiku used the skill and soccer game videotapes to get over
the problem of students off-task behavior during testing.
This along with the reduced testing schedule that the xhosa
teachers had agreed to, made Ade, Bern, Chiku, and Dayo feel
much more positive toward testing.
Chiku,
the names.

for example, was happy with her assignment of
Pick of the Crop, Crackerjacks and Ultimates, to

the skill level groups.
about labeling.

This dispelled some of her fears

She shared the results at a monthly

district meeting and, as a result, Bern is now using the same
system at his school.
Fourth,

the hindrance that teacher isolation plays in

innovation implementation became apparent during the
observations.

Esi's attempts and successes in using the

GLSP, by her own account,

is closely linked to the support

that she perceives she is getting from the investigator.
Having someone to talk to about the negative and positive
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aspects of the implementation process fueled Esi's
enthusiasm for the GLSP.

It is clear, of course, that none

of this would have worked if Esi Hi a
k
tsi did not have an underlying
desire to use the GLSP.
The data indicate that there are several personal and
contextual factors that affect the implementation process.
These factors are related to the environment
scheduling,

lack of equipment);

the teachers

(isolation,

the value descriptions of

(labeling, sex segregation); technical demands

imposed by the innovation itself (assessment, grouping); or
to the repertoire of teaching skills that the teachers
possess before the innovation is introduced

(class

management skills).
The presence or absence of these factors determined the
degree to which and the particular ways in which these
teachers were able to implement the innovation.
of how many positive factors are present,
that full

Regardless

it is apparent

implementation takes a long time.

Two years after

the initial introduction of the GLSP, even in near ideal
se^tings and,

in some cases, with substantial assistance

from an outside consultant,

these teachers are still

struggling with the implementation of the GLSP.
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How

Each Teacher's Use of tha
Original as

innovation Cn.n,,.

Introduced at the Workshnn?

When compared to the original
introduced at the workshop,
differences

...

innovation that was

there were similarities and

in the use of the GLSP.

Descriptions of the GLSP

During his
different
of

skill

formal

interview,

Jaja explained the

level terms as he recalled his

the GLSP during the original workshop.

introduction

All seven

teachers described the terms

in similar ways.

were no

from Jaja’s version.

important variations

There
The

teachers all agreed with Jaja's explanation that,

Each term

[pre-control,

utilization,

control,

and proficiency]

summarizes specific criteria
associated with how someone
would look at the skill

level

of a child.

Assessment

Variations or adaptations
interpret

in the ways that the teachers

the GLSP became more apparent during skill

assessment.

Jaja believed that,

during the workshop,

he
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told the teachers that this phase of the GLSP should
"focus
on form and results."

I

Jaja continues.

followed the methods of Graham

[when explaining the assessment
process

to the

teachers]...

You

look at how a student throws,
form that

is,

but also,

the

can that

students throw and hit a target;
the result.

The Xhosa teachers paid close attention to form and
result during

their assessment.

particularly,

had record sheets which reflected this

Appendix

Ade recorded

I).

to focus on results.
she would give added

Ade and Chiku,

times on his sheet

The

"result"

information.

For example, during her

recorded as

noted as

"needs some attention."

rather than

of assessment,
scores.

"good",

the other hand,
form.

"used her toes to

for that child's performance during the

test was

Esi, on

in an effort

Chiku had a comment section in which

soccer assessment she noted that a child
kick.

(see

but the form demonstrated was

tended to look at results

When she did use the traditional methods

she relied on the children to record their

She did not have any

indication of form for most
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skills.

if a student recorded doing ten

no way that Esi
Esi

sit-ups,

could determine what kind

also relied on results when she

students by using her knowledge of their

of form was used,
assessed the
past history

couched primarily in terms of performance
than form of execution.

I

there was

results rather

Esi explains.

know pretty much what they can

do...
his

Jelani has problems using

feet to dribble...

Kamilah

tries but she cannot throw the bean
bag

through the hoop...

Jenne can

play a good game of soccer.

She does not
that will

focus on the deficiencies

in the students'

form

later cause them to be unable to perform the

skill at a higher level.
There are also instances where there are variations
the

interpretation of assessment.

No matter who uses
are possibilities

Jaja explains that,

the GLSP,

for different

interpretations...

It

is not a

totally objective system...
found

that

the more

more consistent
see

there

I use

I get...

it,

I
the

I also

that teachers challenge me on.

in
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why was

that

student

level...

Sometimes

difficult

to pin

In my opinion,

at

a

it’s

certain
very

it down precisely...

that’s fine...

i just

want them to use the GLSP to get a
better feeling for where their students
are and to challenge them at their
ability levels...
do this even
in

The teachers can

if they are a little off

their assessment.

Hawa's method of assessment
those suggested by Jaja.

is very different from

As previously explained,

Hawa

reports eyeballing the class and mentally making some
assessment of skill

level.

she believes that this

adaptation solves her problem of taking too much time out
for testing while still providing her with the skill
information.

The observations revealed that Hawa was

conducting some assessment,
this

information was used

instruction

indeed

but there was no indication that

in decisions which shaped

for her classes.

Grouping

Jaja claims
the

teachers.

that he shared some grouping skills with

During the workshop he said that,
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I tried to get them to ability group
and to have groups for each level so
that they are separate, but you can't
and shouldn't do that all of the time...
It is not a situation where you would
have, say, pre-control working with
pre-control for the entire series of
lessons you teach...

There are other

appropriate techniques.

Chiku and Esi tended to have the children work in
their skill level groups for the entire unit.
however,

sometimes switched students so that,

Chiku,
for example, a

control student worked with a utilization student.

Ade,

Bern, and Dayo switched from skill groups to working as a
class.

They spent the majority of class time out of skill

groups.

Even when Dayo separated the class into skill

groups,

she still assigned the same task to each of the

groups.

Bern and Ade, however,

sometimes planned specific

activities for the groups.
Jaja felt that the students should be aware of the
grouping system:

Basically we are using this system
to have different activities for
different levels...

It is just like
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reading or math...
the

You don't challenge

idea of reading groups...

i know

in my experience with other teachers
that they thought that there may be
a stigma associated with calling the
children pre-control,

etc.,

but after

they had used the system awhile,
realized
that

Bern,

that the students accepted

just

Chiku,

they

fine.

Hawa,

Esi,

the students was negative.

and Dayo all

felt that labeling

Hawa felt that she was using the

system for her benefit and so did not feel compelled to
share

this

contrast

information with her students.

to Jaja,

Chiku,

stated that she did not believe that

physical education was like reading or math.
teachers have

None of these

shared the group labels with their students.

Chiku has used alternative names for the groups.
believes

that

in sharp

these names are generic and do not

She
identify a

level of skill proficiency.

Activities

During

the workshop,

develop activities
motor areas.

Jaja worked with the teachers to

for the various skill

levels

in several
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In my opinion,
of

the most

important part

the GLSP is that the teacher should be

Planning appropriate activities for each
level...

Many teachers do not see teach-

in this way.

They see teaching as

having a variety of activities that they
do regardless of what ability level
students are at...

First graders should

be doing these things,
those,

etc....

third graders,

Higher level students

should be challenged and lower level
students should not be embarrassed or
frustrated.

This was
Jaja

the phase of the GLSP that varied most from what

indicated he expected.

appropriate activities

This ranged from Chiku, who had

for each group to Hawa who continued

to operate her class as a single group.

Ade and Bern

occasionally had activities that were designed
different groups.
portion of
Ade,
equipment

They tended,

however,

for the

to spend a larger

their classes working as a group.
Bern,

Dayo,

Femi,

for each child.

and Hawa usually had a piece of
In these

instances,

they believed

that although they asked each child to do the same activity,
each was able

to conduct the activity at their particular

skill

These

level.

teachers usually moved around the
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classroom and

individualiv
it
aividually challenged some of the students

to try more advanced forms of the activity.
in the cases of Dayo,
nothing

Hawa,

and Femi,

there usualiy was

in the structure of their classes that would

indicate that they had assessed these children using the
GLSP.

m contrast,

differences

Chiku always seemed to be aware of the

in skill level,

suit the Skill

she modified the equipment to

level of the student.

There are similarities and differences between the GLSP
as viewed by the workshop leader and the way it
the teachers.

is used by

The Xhosa teachers have worked closely with

the workshop leader on the assessment phase and are all
using this
however,
record

tool

has

in a very similar manner.

their own variations

the results.

Esi,

Femi,

develop the ability to assess.
aspect of

the

in the way that they

and Hawa are still trying to
They have all adapted this

innovation to suit their particular needs.

Translating

the results of

the assessment process

classroom activities seems most problematic
teachers.

In most

instances,

particular technique seems
the

teachers are

measurement

is

curriculum and
the GLSP and

Each teacher,

into

for the

the philosophy behind this

to be

in direct contrast to what

in the habit of doing.

The purpose of

to grade students rather than to determe
instruction.

teacher habits

This

lack of congruency between

results

in the teachers either
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ignoring this asnect r>f

the innovation or adapting it in an

atten.pt to make it -fit- their particular preconception.
The teachers ignore the aspects of the innovation that
they are uncomfortable with and integrate the ones that they
llk6,

ESi ign°reS the methods of assessment, but uses the

skill terms for her grading procedures.

All of the teachers

refuse to share the labels of the GLSP with their students
because they perceive them as a negative influence.
Summary

The data generated during the interviews, observations,
and document analysis were used to answer the four questions
that guided this study.

Several discoveries were made about

the nature of innovation implementation.
will be used

These discoveries

in Chapter V to generate discussions about the

implications for inservice staff development projects and to
develop recommendations for future research.

CHAPTER V

SUMMARY, DISCUSSION,

IMPLICATIONS, AND

RECOMMENDATIONS

This chapter will be divided into four sections.
The first section will briefly summarize the purpose and
methodology of this study.
on the major findings.

The second section will focus

The third section contains

discussion of the implications of these findings.

The

final section will feature recommendations for further
research.

Summary

The purpose of this study was to describe how seven
physical education teachers who participated in the same
inservice program have implemented an innovation in their
teaching over an extended period of time.
sub-questions were asked.

These were:

Several

(a) How do

teachers describe their use of the innovation?,
did the

innovation evolve for each teacher?,

(b) how

(c) what

personal and contextual factors affected each teacher's
implementation process?, and

(d) how does each teacher's

use of the innovation compare to the original as
introduced by the workshop leader?
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In an effort
mode of
of

to answer

inquiry was used

inquiry took

to

the form of

these questions,

a qualitative

gather the data.

This method

interviews,

observations,

and

document analysis.

Interviews

Each

teacher was formally interviewed.

was audiotaped and

lasted

Each session

from 45 minutes to one hour.

interview guide was used to focus each

interview.

An

During

these

interviews

their

introduction to the GLSP and to trace their use of

this

innovation

teachers

the teachers were asked to recollect

from fall

also provided

contextual

factors

1985 to spring

1987.

The

information about personal and

that helped or hindered

their

implementation.
Jaja,
formal

the workshop

interview.

information on
GLSP as

the

he provided background

the

that workshop.

teachers'

Jaja also shared his

initial response

to the GLSP,

from the Xhosa School District.

Informal

asked

time,

in a

follow-up procedures which he conducted with the

teachers

During

that

also participated

the original workshop and explained the

introduced at

perception of
and

At

leader,

interviews were also used to collect data.

the observations,
to clarify or

for example,

to provide

further

the teachers were
information about
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observed events.

Jaja, through informal

provided clarification.

These interviews

audiotaped and were conducted without the

interviews, also
were not
use of an

interview guide.

Observations

The observations were designed to look at the
teachers in action while comparing their use of the GLSP
to the original innovation as introduced at the workshop.
These observations lasted two and a half months.

In order

to focus these observations in a disciplined way, an
Innovation Configuration Checklist

(Hall s Loucks, 1981)

was designed.
The first checklist was designed by the investigator.
This list was then taken to the workshop leader who had
the opportunity to suggest modifications.

Next, this

revised list was taken to the teachers and they were each
invited to further modify the checklist.

The changes made

by the teachers were reflected in individualized versions
of the checklist.
These seven checklists, one for each teacher, were
used during the observations.

Short notes were recorded

under each of the components.

Once the investigator left

the observation sites,

these short notes were expanded

into more detailed field notes.
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Document Analysis

Several documents were collected from the teachers
and the workshop leader.

The workshop leader was asked to

provide all documents on the GLSP that were given to the
teachers during and after the workshop.

The teachers were

each asked to provide all books and materials on the GLSP
that

they possess.

The data gathered during
inquiry were analyzed using

(a)

Analysis of

these three methods of

the

following procedures:

interview tapes

grid developed as a framework

for

analysis
- interviews coded within this
-

individual profiles developed
teacher and

(b)

framework
for each

the workshop leader

Analysis of documents

- grid developed as a framework

for

analysis
- documents coded within this framework

(c)

Analysis of

field notes and observations

- this was an ongoing process
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- grid developed as framework for
analysis
- data coded within this framework
trends, similarities, differences
identified
findings, conclusions reported

In keeping with recommended qualitative methodology,
several techniques were used to verify the data.

Two of

the domains in which Lincoln and Cuba (1985) suggest that
trustworthiness is a concern are credibility and
transferability.

Credibility

In this category,

four strategies were used to ensure

that the investigator's interpretations and analysis were
believable.

First a peer debriefer was used.

The general

charge given to this person was to ensure that the
investigator was identifying conclusions and
interpretations that were grounded in the data, and to
monitor the role that the personal perspective of the
investigator played in the data analysis.
Second, triangulation was used.
sources;

The different data

the workshop leader, the teachers, and the

investigator, were used.

In addition, different data

collection methods; observations,

interviews and document
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analysis provided different perspectives on

innovation

use.
Third,

through the process of informal

the strategy of member checking was used.

interviews,
Repeated

opportunities were used to ask all participants to provide
explanations of different events and to confirm earlier
explanations.

The final

interview of the teachers and

workshop leader was used as an opportunity to check
responses

to analytic products and some of the analytic

assertions which had emerged.
Fourth,

persistent observation was used.

observations

lasted for two and a half months.

contact with the teachers,
observations,
investigator
use of

The

ranging from interviews to

was six months.
to become

Total

This enabled the

familiar with subtle aspects of the

the GLSP.

Transferability

A second area of concern
Guba

(1985)

Within

the

relates to the transferability of

is

"thick description"

original

findings.

limits characteristic of qualitative research,

transferability

of context,

identified by Lincoln and

improved and encouraged when enough
is provided.

The careful description

the detailed account of the history of the

intervention,

the extensive data

from field
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observations and

interviews,

the quotations and profiles

of the teachers and the analytic products which constitute
the investigator's assertions about the nature of GLSP
diffusion
readers

in this case study,

provide an opportunity for

to identify the existence of useful parallels

to their own settings.

Major Findings

The major

findings which emerged during

investigation are presented
the

in five categories.

First,

findings which center on the relationships between

the teachers and
and

this

the

investigator,

and

(b)

innovation developers are discussed.

findings which revealed conflicts
presented.

the teachers
Second,

the

contextual

the

in definitions are

The third category focuses on the teachers'

balancing attractions and concerns about the
Fourth,

findings
factors

GLSP are presented.

that give some

that affected
Fifth,

insight

the

innovation.
into the

implementation of the

some reflections on the

implementation process are described.

Relationships:

Teachers-Investigator,

Teachers-

Innovation Developers

Persistent perception of
non-neutral

(a)

party.

investigator as a

Maintaining a neutral

role as a
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researcher was difficult.

Teachers, in this study,

persisted in viewing the investigator as, (a) a source of
help,

(b) an evaluator, (c) an extension of the original

intervention or, (d) a source of colleagueship.
teachers refused

The

to allow the investigator to become the

unobtrusive researcher that is described in research
methodology text-books.

Some of this behavior may be

attributed to the fact that the investigator took part in
the original workshop and was, thus, perceived as
knowledgeable about the GLSP.

Another important factor,

however, was that those teachers in the study who were
isolated in their work, wanted feedback about what they
were doing and suggestions about how to make the
implementation of the GLSP even better.

The rare

opportunity to get this kind of support from a physical
education colleague was very attractive to these teachers.
Consequently, they continuously invited the investigator
to evaluate their work, to make suggestions about ways to
make the innovation better and to provide feedback about
classes that were observed.

Jaja, Graham, the investigator:

Infallible experts.

The teachers who were not using, or only infrequently
using the GLSP when initially approached by the
investigator, all confessed to feeling some guilt about
their nonuse of the GLSP.

They felt that they were to
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blame for this nonuse.

These teachers were hesitant to

blame Graham or Jaja for some of their problems.

Teachers

regarded these experts as knowing more about the
innovation.

The teachers always discounted the special

knowledge accumulated through the daily practice of their
craft.

It was amazing to observe how the teachers tended

to regard Jaja, Graham, and the

investigator’s judgments

as more valuable than their own.
The

teachers'

perception of Jaja and Graham as the

"infallible experts" was critical because of the power
which this perception wielded over the teachers.
Xhosa teachers’
professional

The

lack of confidence in their own

judgment,

for example, caused them to persist

with an obviously overburdened assessment schedule based
solely on their perception that this was what Graham and
Jaja,

the experts,

wanted.

This perception of Graham and Jaja as
experts seems
report which

to be

infallible

in conflict with Sarason's

(1971)

found that teachers often think of university

professors and staff development persons as out of touch
with

the reality of

the school.

There are,

however,

important reasons which caused these teachers
away from this response
these

two

to shift

to university personnel.

First,

teachers were willing to use the GLSP and to view

Graham as an expert because of the manner

in which the
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innovation

is presented

in Childrenjjovin^.

style used by the authors
teachers.

solution

is very appealing to these

The problem of varying skill

education classes

levels

is directly addressed,

is provided.

The recipe

in physical

and an apparent

The recipe seems simple and is not

cluttered with research findings and typical research
language.

The GLSP appears,

willingness,

on the part of Graham,

solution to a
Second,

to these teachers,

to provide them with a

"real" problem.
there are certain

to be viewed as an

ingredients

infallible expert.

described Jaja as someone who knew what
like.

that cause Jaja

All of the teachers
their world was

He was willing to go to their schools and to teach

in their gymnasia.
asking

The teachers believed that Jaja was

them to teach

of doing.

the

in ways

Jaja demonstrated

university professor,
of

to be a

that he himself was capable
that,

he was still

teachers and was

as a third year
in touch with the world

still committed to teaching.

These were all values that the teachers respected.
In addition to the explanation provided above,

the

point must be made that physical education teachers
operate

in systems where

to be on

the

profession.
all of

lowest rung

they are almost always considered
in the hierarchy of the teaching

This often causes them to be sensitive about

the criticism that

they receive,

and to belittle
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their own judgments,

especially when confronted by the

"experts".

There were several aspects of the
the teachers differed from Jaja
purpose and procedure.
were apparent

in the

Measurement
evaluation.
believed

that

nnovation on which
interpretation of
in definitions

following areas.

improvement versus pupil

innovation developers and workshop leader

the assessment phase of the GLSP was

important because
classes

in their

These conflicts

for skill

The

i

it served as an

indication of how

could be designed to facilitate skill development.

In contrast,

the

teachers viewed assessment as a means of

pupil evaluation.
school cultures
summative
that any

This perspective seems to flow from

that were preoccupied with grades and

forms of achievement evaluation.
innovation that

This meant

involved measurement and

assessment was

likely to trigger the teachers'

justify grades

rather than plan for

need to

improved skill

development.
The

teachers’

view of measurement as a means of pupil

evaluation may also arise

from their belief that a high

rate of skill development

is not a realistic goal.

class was

Each

taught approximately twice a week at thirty
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minutes a period.

The

enough time for their

teachers believed that thi s was
not
students to achieve skill

improvement at the rahP
«.u
tne rate that the district supervisor and
other outside people were hoping to see.

Record-keeping,
record-keeping.

ah Gf the teachers revered

They all wanted to be able to store

information about the GLSP.

The teachers, however, were

not at all clear about how to use this stored information.
They focused on the question,

"How can I store it?"

The

innovation developers and Jaja were more concerned with
the question,

"What decisions can you teachers now make

with this stored information?"

It seems that Jaja and the

innovation developers believed that the teachers would be
able to easily transfer the information gathered during
the assessment phase to constructing classes that
reflected this information.

It appeared, however, that

the teachers needed to first address their concern about
storing the information - a step that took some of these
teachers almost two years to master.
This preoccupation with storing the results of the
assessments seems to be connected to the teachers' primary
purpose of record-keeping.

As previously stated, physical

education teachers often find themselves in a position
where their subject area is considered a low priority.
Consequently, parents, principals, and supervisors want
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teachers

to justtfy their existence.

These demands

are often accompanied by systems for accountability which
were developed for other subject areas in the school
system.

Although the physical education teachers in this

study kept

insisting that their subject area was different

from other traditional subject areas,

they continued to be

preoccupied with using the traditional methods of
accountability,
their value
believe

that

is,

assessment and grades to justify

in the school system.
if

accountability,
alone

that

The teachers seem to

they could deal with this problem of
then they could get people to leave them

to conduct what they truly believed was physical

education.

For these teachers,

physical education was far

more complex than awarding a grade to students based on
how well

they executed a skill.

Implementation success versus
The

results of

this study

implementation failure.

indicate that there are varying

levels of success and each level can represent a valuable
contribution when viewed

in the total context.

teachers were using the GLSP much more
confidently than the other teachers.
teachers,

The Xhosa

frequently and
These other

however, were having varying levels of success.

Some were assessing

just a few of their classes.

were organizing activities
different skill

levels

that were suitable

in their classes.

Others

for the

In other words,
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an seven teachers were successful in different degrees of
use of the GLSP.
This ability to view the varying levels of
implementation that the teachers achieved as success is
different from the school of thought which suggests that
success is only apparent when there is complete adoption
of the innovation.

This "all or nothing" method of

determining success lacks the sophistication that is
necessary when evaluating the implementation of an
innovation.

in this study, the conflict between these two

points of view surfaced.

The teachers, for example,

believed that Jaja's definition of success was equal to
the adoption of the idea with the total school population.
This led to the overburdened schedule of the Xhosa
teachers who tried, at first,

to assess all of their

students on a variety of skills.

Balancing Attractions and Reservations

The teachers were all attracted to the GLSP because
it addressed the pivotal problem of varying skill levels
in their classes.

This was a long standing problem for

which Graham and Jaja seemed to offer a practical and
ready made solution.

During the implementation of the

GLSP the teachers were confronted with issues that hinged
on them balancing the attractions of the innovation with
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their developing reservations

The teachers dealt with

these issues in several ways.

Assessment process and record-keeping concerns
These teachers were willing to continue to implement an
innovation for which they had developed serious
reservations provided that enough attractive factors about
the innovation balanced out their concerns.

Most of these

teachers complained that the assessment and record-keeping
components of the GLSP were impractical, yet they
continued to try to implement these aspects of the
innovation.

When questioned about this,

the teachers all

indicated that they found the GLSP attractive because it
catered to the varying skill levels within their classes;
a problem which had continually plagued these teachers.
This factor was the major reason for the teachers'
continued attempts to implement the GLSP.

Another factor

was related to the infallible expert theory.
and Graham said that it works,

if Jaja

then it must.

Teacher sensitivity to student reactions to grouping.
The teachers in this study demonstrated a high degree of
sensitivity to issues related to students’
and public embarrassment.

self-concept

The teachers did not want to

share skill group assignments with their students for fear
that this would encourage stereotyping, especially with
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students in the lowest skill

level group.

Some of the

teachers were also sensitive to the issue of
sex-segregation when using the GLSP.
Jaja believed that dividing the students into skill
level groups and letting them know which group they
belonged to is no different from what is done in other
subject areas.

The teachers, on the other hand, believed

that physical education is different,
from other subject areas.
skill

level

in this respect,

They all refused to share the

information with their students.

This

instance revealed one of the limits to Jaja's image of
infallibility.

The teachers became very territorial when

it came to issues related to their students'

self-concept

and public embarrassment.

Extra work needed to implement GLSP.
some popular opinions,
to hard work.

Contrary to

these teachers were all committed

The teachers complained about the

impracticality of assessment and record-keeping, but
nonetheless spent many hours working on implementing the
GLSP.

They spent out of class time and,

in some cases,

out of school time planning their intended use of the
GLSP.
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Contextual
Implementation
The value of colleagues and a caring system.

The

experiences of the teachers in the xhosa School District
demonstrated the importance of colleagial and district
support in the implementation of an innovation.

These

teachers belong to a school district that provides them
ith the time, physical space, and money which allowed
them to meet monthly and to hire Jaja as a consultant.
These factors were instrumental in the teachers'

ability

to further improve their techniques and skills towards
implementation of the GLSP.

in contrast, the other

teachers were isolated in systems that provided no
opportunity and money for them to meet and develop their
ideas in ways similar to their Xhosa counterparts.

Administrative concern versus administrative neglect.
The situation of the Xhosa teachers also demonstrated
that a context in which the supervisor presses the issue
of accountability for student learning is also a powerful
factor in innovation implementation.

Ade, Bern, Chiku, and

Dayo all agreed that the pressure exerted by their
supervisor was a great motivational factor for them to
successfully implement the GLSP.
Esi,

Femi, and Hawa, on the other hand, all

complained about the benign neglect of their
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administrators and supervisors.

These teachers were ieft

alone to conduct whatever type of physical education
classes that they may have chosen.

This administrative

neglect did not provide these three teachers with any
additional incentive or support to change their methods of
teaching or to try to implement a new idea in their
classes.

Teacher isolation.

The xhosa teachers were using the

innovation much more frequently and confidently than the
other teachers.

The isolation of Esi, Hawa, and Femi from

other peers and experts such as Jaja, resulted in less
frequent use of the GLSP.

Esi's experience is a good

example of the disadvantages of isolation.

She perceives

the investigator as an extension of the original
intervention and a source of help.

Esi's use of the

innovation accelerated during the observations and she
attributes this to the feedback and helpfulness of the
investigator.

Proximity to university.

An important contextual

factor affecting the implementation of the GLSP was the
distance of the seven schools from the university.

The

Xhosa schools are all within five miles of the university.
This gave these teachers more access to Jaja.

This close

proximity to the university was influential in Jaja
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accepting the consulting job.

He was able to work with

the Xhosa teachers and still conduct his responsibilities
at the university with minimal interruptions.
teachers were much further away.

The other

Jaja would have to set

aside ample travel time in order to visit their schools.
This was a difficult commitment for Jaja to make.

These

teachers also expressed some concern about this problem.
Femi and Esi,

for example, both believed that any request

that they made for Jaja to visit their schools would be an
imposition on his valuable time.

Reflections On the Implementation Process

There were two aspects of the implementation process
that emerged as critical to the successful implementation
of an innovation.

These were, a)

the importance of

understanding how to use the innovation, and b) the
importance of follow-up.

Knowing about versus knowing how.

The teachers

understood the content of the GLSP, but needed more
information about how to actually apply the innovation in
their setting.

All of the teachers indicated that they

were not given the necessary skills to manage and assess
students when using the GLSP.
their students,

When they tried to assess

the teachers realized that there were

problems that they had not anticipated and which were not
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addressed during initial training.

The teachers, for

example, had not anticipated that there would be a problem
with trying to occupy the remaining children in a class
while they assessed a few students.

The xhosa teachers

had also not anticipated the effect that different
surfaces and equipment would have on their assessment
results.

All of the teachers, at present, are struggling

with translating their knowledge of results from
assessment to designing classes that are based on
differing skill levels among their students.

Importance of follow-up.

There were critical points

at which the innovation seemed likely to falter during
implementation.

These were points at which some type of

outside assistance seemed necessary to keep the
implementation process going.

The Xhosa teachers were

initially stuck during the assessment phase.

They found

^ ^ difficult to control the amount of testing that they
conducted.

The intervention by Jaja resolved that problem

and gave them the necessary impetus to keep going.

Some

of the teachers are now at the stage where they are
experiencing difficulty in transferring the knowledge
gained during assessment to the consequent planning of
appropriate activities.

This study suggests that some of

them will cease to use the innovation if they are not
helped with this problem.
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Teachers also got stuck over points of technique that
may S6em triVial °r

an outsider, hut which were

baffling to those engaged in the first round of
application.

Most of the teachers, for example,

complained about the amount of time that they spent on
assessment.

It never occurred to them that they could cut

down the assessment simply by testing their students on
fewer skills.

This is another reason why availability of

outside help is critical.
There is also the possibility of bizarre misuse of an
innovation when no support or monitoring of the
implementation process is provided.

Esi, for example,

used the GLSP in combination with the Presidential Fitness
Test.

The innovation was not designed for this.

There

was no one available to give her feedback about this
misuse and to clear up her obvious confusion.

Implications

The results of this investigation indicated that
inservice efforts can be a positive strategy for helping
teachers to improve their instruction.
however,

There are,

some aspects of the methods used by staff

developers that can be improved in order to enhance the
outcomes of such inservice efforts.
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The first implication is that staff developers
should pay more attention to the issue of application of
innovations.

it is not enough to focus only on the

content of the new ideas introduced to teachers.

They

need to work with teachers to develop specific, detailed
plans for introducing the innovation into their
classes - particularly plans that anticipate problems and
complications which ripple out from use of the new
procedure.
Second,

it is imperative that some follow-up

procedures be designed as part of the inservice effort.
These procedures should provide teachers with the feedback
that is necessary to ensure implementation of the
innovation.

Such follow-up techniques should also help

the teachers to match their initial efforts more closely
with the original

innovation,

introducing adaptations only

as they are demanded by the unique circumstances of
particular contexts.
These follow-up procedures should also help the
teachers to identify a realistic portion of the innovation
to undertake with a realistic number of classes.

This

discipline of moderation would ensure that teachers are
not overwhelmed and, therefore,
innovation.

inclined to abandon the
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Follow-up by the staff developer, at critical points
the implementation process, would also promote the
adoption of an innovation.

It will not be surprising to

find that there are several junctions in the
implementation of any innovation that predictably will be
problematic for most teachers.

These are the points at

which the innovation is most vulnerable to abandonment, or
distortion if teachers do not have outside assistance.

By

simply monitoring the pace of implementation, as for
example, by a weekly telephone contact, the cost of field
follow-up can be reduced by targeting such efforts on
critical points in the adoption/adaption cycle.
During this follow-up the staff developer has to be
constantly aware that adaptations often should occur.

The

teachers may find it suitable to make only limited use of
the original
demands.

innovation or create variations to fit local

The staff developer and the teachers together

must make sensitive decisions about the extent to which
these variations would be beneficial.
The third implication for staff developers is that
they be aware of the contexts into which an innovation is
introduced in greater detail than ordinarily is the
case.

There are many physical, administrative, and

personal

factors that impinge upon the decisions made by

teachers during the implementation process.

The amount of
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equipment, number of class periods, size of a gymnasium
and average class size are obvious factors that determine
the practical utility of many innovations.

In addition,

there are several more subtle pervasive human factors such
as the teacher’s sense of efficacy and the perceived
supportiveness of school administrators.
knowledge of teachers'

Even limited

personal context would be of

enormous value in helping the staff developer to tailor
the innovation to suit the reality of individual needs.
Fourth, staff developers must be aware that the
relationship between themselves and teachers, during
collaborative inservice projects, ought to be viewed as
far more complex than previously described.

Several

research studies have indicated that staff developers must
develop a close relationship with teachers before
successful inservice collaboration can take place.
studies,
of this

however,

These

fail to discuss the depth and complexity

issue of relationships in inservice staff

development.

This study revealed that the world of the

teachers and the world of the staff developers often
operate as two separate cultures which seem to have
nothing in common, except that they are both involved in
the same subject area.
Two fundamental problems arise during collaborative
inservice efforts as a result of these two separate
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cultures.

First,

the idea of equitable roles between

staff developers and teachers during inservice projects
falters, even when staff developers, as in Jaja's case,
are sensitive to the importance of developing equal
relationships with teachers.
an

internal battle which,

The teachers are involved in

on the one hand, causes them

to view staff developers as out of touch with the reality
of schools and, on the other, as people who have more
sophisticated knowledge about the subject area.
two cultures meet

in staff development efforts,

When the
the

teachers retreat and take on the role of the less equal
party in the collaborative effort.
Second,
teachers

the relationship between staff developers and

is much more complex because these two cultures

want to co-exist,
other.

but want different things from each

Staff developers want teachers to deal with

theories which will be applied in all of their classes.
The teachers, on the other hand, want recipe—like
solutions to their problems.

This was the basic reason

why the GLSP was so attractive to the teachers.

This also

means that the two groups view the same innovation in
different ways.

Jaja,

for example,

saw the issue of

letting students know their skill level groupings as a
means of empowering them to improve.

The teachers, on the
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other hand,

saw this as an

issue of public embarrassment

and stereotyping.
The challenge for staff developers is to bridge this
gap with teachers while maintaining their credibility.
This means that university personnel have to undertake
studies which would delve further into this complex issue
of teacher and staff developer relationships.

These

studies may also give some indication of how to deal with
the next implication of this study.
The fifth
developers

implication of the findings for staff

is that they have to undertake much greater

responsibility for training and encouraging teachers to be
autonomous and self-correcting.

Some of these teachers

floundered during the implementation of the GLSP because
they lacked either simple reflective skills, or the
confidence to make corrective decisions.

Neither of these

factors are beyond the reach or influence of a well
planned and well supported inservice effort.
Sixth,

evaluation of the implementation process

ought to be a part of the

inservice effort.

be both short and long term.

This should

There has been a history of

short term evaluation in inservice staff development.
Teachers are usually asked to evaluate the innovation and
the staff development effort at the end of the inservice
unit.

There

is a need,

however,

to evaluate the
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innovation as an evolving entity during the often long and
eventful implementation process.

The results of this

study indicated that this process may take more than two
years.
The final implication is that the issue of what
constitutes success does indeed require re-examination by
staff development personnel.

The popular belief that

innovation implementation is either a success or a failure
is simple, tidy, and wrong.

This study revealed that

there can be varying levels of success and each may be
valuable in itself, or constitute a step in evolution
toward even more complete implementation.

A

re-exammation of this issue may not only help staff
developers to make more sophisticated judgments about the
implementation process, but also may serve to encourage a
much more realistic appreciation of the benefits which
flow from competent inservice programming.

Future Research

This study examined the implementation of an
innovation with seven elementary school physical
educators.

The implications derived from that experience

suggest that it would be fruitful to design and evaluate
a series of inservice efforts which were developed to
implement some of the most salient recommendations
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presented in this study.

Such a research program would

offer not only opportunities to elaborate the findings of
this study, but also would provide opportunities to
collaborate with teachers, to train or re-train staff
development experts,

to provide clinical training in

qualitative research methods, and, of course, to provide
service to schools and teachers.

A comparative design

involving systematic variation in the provision of a
series of modest inservice programs, with longitudinal
follow-up,

through both qualitative and quantitative

methods, would yield information of a sort only hinted at
by this investigation.
A more immediate task might be to design studies
which would explore the complexity of the relationship
between staff developers and teachers.

This study

indicated that the successful implementation of an
inservice innovation hinges on this relationship and that
much more should be known about the nature of the two
cultures and the points at which they could intersect for
successful

inservice collaboration.
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APPENDIX
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Written Consent Form
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APPENDIX

WRITTEN

CONSENT

A

FORM

Implementation of an innovation: Generic Levels of
Skill Proficiency

I.

My name is Iva Gloudon and I am a doctoral student in

the Physical Education Teacher Education Program (PETE) at
the University of Massachusetts at Amherst.

For my

dissertation I am conducting an investigation about
innovation and change in physical education.
The purpose of my study is to describe how teachers
who participated in the childrens'

physical education

summer workshop that was conducted in 1985,
the
ing.

Generic Levels of Skill Proficiency"

in their teach¬

I would like to interview the eight teachers who

participated

II.

implemented

in this workshop.

I am asking you to be a participant in this study.

will conduct three interviews with you.

I

In these inter¬

views you would be asked to provide information about your
recollection of the workshop and to trace your use/non-use
of the Generic Levels of Skill Proficiency.

I will also

conduct several observations of your classes.

III. The materials from these interviews and subseguent
observations will be used primarily for my dissertation
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but may
classes
materi

also be used in presentations for graduate school
and professional conferences,

in all written

s and oral presentations, pseudonyms will be

substituted for names of persons, school districts,
cities, towns,

IV.

and counties.

While consenting at this time to participate in this

study, you may withdraw at any time during the process.

V.

In signing this form you are agreeing to the use of

the materials from your interviews and observations as
indicated in section III.

VI. in signing this form, you are also assuring me that
you will make no financial claims on me for the use of the
material

in your interviews and observations.

************************* *********************************
1' --/ have read this statement
carefully and thoroughly and agree to participate in this
study under the conditions stated above.

Signature of participant

Signature of investigator

Date

APPENDIX
Workshop Leader:

B

Interview Guid
Analysis Grid
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appendix

INTERVIEW

GUIDE:

B

WORKSHOP

LEADER

Would you please share with me some background information
on the elementary physical education workshop that you
conducted in 1985?
Probes
Whose idea was it?
Why were these particular methods used?
How did you advertise the workshop?
What kind of responses did you get from teachers?
What was the cost and credit to teachers?

Would you give me a detailed description of the Generic
Levels of Skill Proficiency (GLSP) as introduced at the
workshop?
Probes
Did you follow the exact procedures for this model
as explained in Graham's book, Children Moving?
Did you provide the teachers with any documents
regarding the GLSP?

What was your perception of the teachers'
GLSP?

response to the
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Do you remember any of the concerns that the teachers had
about the GLSP at the workshop?
Did any of the teachers contact you after the end of the
workshop about the GLSP?

Were any follow-up or support

procedures offered or mentioned at the workshop?

Would you describe the follow-up procedures that you used
with any of these teachers about the GLSP?

What was your perception of the level of mastery by the
teachers re the GLSP at the end of the workshop?

Today?

WORKSHOP LEADER INTERVIEW

(c) procedures

ANALYSIS GRID:
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APPENDIX
Teachers:

C

Interview Guid
Analysis Grid
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APPENDIX

INTERVIEW

C

GUIDE; TEACHERS

Do you recall your first impression when the Generic
Levels of Skill Proficiency (GLSP) was introduced at the
workshop in 1985?
Probes
Had you heard about this method of skill assessment
before this workshop?
What were some of your initial feelings about the
GLSP?
Did you believe, at that time, that this was some
thing that you wanted to implement in your
classes?
At that time where did the GLSP rank in importance
when compared to the other material that was
presented at the workshop?
V

Would you please describe the GLSP model?

Did you conduct a GLSP workshop project?

Would you please

describe this project?

Did you continue to use the GLSP after October,

1985?
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Probes
Why/why not?
When?
How often?
With what classes?
With what activities?

Can you describe how this use of the GLSP evolved for you?
Probes
With how many classes did you initially use the GLSP?
What levels

(grades) did you first introduce to the

GLSP?

What personal and contextual factors helped or hindered
your implementation of the GLSP?

When using the GLSP, did you change any of the
instructions and procedures that were given at the
workshop?

Which?

Why?
V

If you have had further contact with the other teachers
who participated in the workshop, do you think that you
vary from them in your use of the GLSP?

How?

Why?

Did you buy or borrow any additional books or materials to
help you in your implementation of the GLSP?
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Did you develop any documents, teaching aids,

©tc . to help

with the implementation of the GLSP?

Did you save any of the handouts from the workshop?
Is there anything that wasn't mentioned that you would
like to discuss concerning the workshop or your use of
what was introduced there?

V

ANALYSIS GRID:

TEACHER INTERVIEWS
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APPENDIX D

Innovation Configuration Checklists
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RESEARCHER'S INNOVATION CONFIGURATION CHECKLIST

1.

MATERIALS & EQUIPMENT
(1)

(2)

children are tested
and taught with
appropriate materials
and under the condi¬
tions dictated by the
GLSP model

children are tested
and taught with
appropriate materials
dictated by the GLSP
model

.

2

(2)

children are individ¬
ually diagnosed for
each skill using a
combination of tests
and teacher judgment

children are individ¬
ually diagnosed for
some skills using a
combination of tests
and teacher judgment

(3)
children are not
individually diag¬
nosed

RECORD-KEEPING
(1)

record sheet is used
to record diagnosis
and prescription

4.

children are not
tested and taught
with appropriate
materials and under
conditions dictated
by the GLSP model

DIAGNOSIS
(1)

3.

(3)

(2)
record sheet is used
to record diagnosis

(3)
no record sheet is
used to record diag¬
nosis and prescrip¬
tion

TEACHING TECHNIQUE
(1)

(2)

teacher continually
readjusts task accord¬
ing to individual
children needs

teacher continually
readjusts task accord¬
ing to group needs

(3)
teacher does not
continually readjust
tasks to individual
children or group
needs
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5.

GROUPING
(1)

(2)

children are taught
at their individual
proficiency level

children are taught
at their group pro¬
ficiency level

(1)

(2)

children are taught
using the GLSP con¬
cept at each class
meeting

CODE:

children are taught
using the GLSP con¬
cept at leat 50% of
class meetings per
week

(3)
children are not
taught at their
proficiency level

(3)
children are taught
using the GLSP con¬
cept less than 50%
of class meetings
per week

variations to the right are unacceptable;
- variations to the left are acceptable
variatons to the left are ideal as seen
by the researcher

V
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INNOVATION CONFIGURATION CHECKLIST:

REVISION 1

(RESEARCHER & WORKSHOP LEADER)

1.

ASSESSMENT
(1)

children are individ¬
ually assessed for
each skill using a
combination of tests
and teacher observa¬
tion
2.

record sheet is used
to record assessment
and comments on each
skill for each child

children are
not assessed

(2)
written records and
comments concerning
student skill levels
is kept in 50% of
classes

(3)
no individual
record or com¬
ments concern¬
ing levels is
kept

GROUPING
(1)

children are working
on tasks related to
their different
levels

4.

children are individ¬
ually assessed for
some skills using a
combination of tests
and teacher observa¬
tion

(3)

RECORD-KEEPING
(1)

3.

(2)

(2)
children are working
on t&sks related to
their different levels
at least 50% of the
time

(3)
children are not
working on tasks
related to their
levels

TEACHING TECHNIQUE
(1)

(2)

(3)

teacher continually
readjusts tasks ac¬
cording to profi¬
ciency group needs

teacher occasionally
readjusts tasks acto children profi¬
ciency needs

teacher does not
readjust tasks
according to
group needs

tasks are clear to
chi 1dren

tasks are clear to
children

tasks are not
to children
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teacher observes
individuals and makes
specific comments
about their skill
5.

teacher does not
give feedback to
children

(2)

(3)

MATERIALS &
EQUIPMENT
(1)

children are taught
with equipment and
material that are
modified based on
their skill levels

6.

teacher observes
individuals and
occasionally gives
feedback

children are taught
with equipment and
material that are
usually modified
based on their skill
levels

children are taught
with equipment and
material that are
not modified to
suit their skill
levels

REFERENCES
(1)

(2)

teacher uses the text
Children Movinq or
other appropriate
references to help
plan lessons

CODE:

teacher occasionally
uses the text
Children Movinq or
other appropriate
references to help
plan lessons

(3)
teacher never uses
the text Children
Movinq or other
appropriate
references to help
plan lessons

variations to the right are unacceptable;
variations to the left are acceptable
variations to the left are ideal as seen
by the researcher and workshop leader
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INNOVATION CONFIGURATION CHECKLIST:

REVISION 2

(TEACHER MODIFICATIONS)
CHIKU

1.

ASSESSMENT
(1)

children are individ¬
ually assessed for
each skill using a
combination of tests
and teacher observa¬
tion
2.

(2)
children are individ¬
ually assessed for
some skills using a
combination of tests
and teacher observa¬
tion

children are not
assessed

RECORD-KEEPING
(1)

record sheet is used
to record assessment,
progress over a
period of time, and
comments on each
skill for each child
3.

(3)

(2)
written records and
comments concerning
student skill levels
and progress over a
period of time is
kept in 50% of lessons

(3)
no individual
record or comments
concerning student
skill level is
kept

GROUPING
V

(1)

(2)

children are working
on tasks related to
their different
levels

children are working
on tasks related to
their different
levels at least 50%
of the time

4.

(3)
children are not
working on tasks
related to their
levels

TEACHING TECHNIQUE
(1)

teacher continually
readjusts tasks
according to pro¬
ficiency group needs
(as needed)

(2)
teacher occasionally
readjusts tasks
according to children
proficiency needs
(as needed)

(3)
teacher does not
adjust tasks ac¬
cording to group
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tasks are clear to
children

tasks are clear to
children

tasks are not clear
to children

teacher observes
individuals and makes
specific comments
about their skill

teacher observes
individuals and
occasionally gives
feedback

teacher does not
give feedback to
children

5.

MATERIALS &
EQUIPMENT
(1)

(2)

children are taught
with equipment and
material that are
modified based on
their skill levels

6.

children are taught
with equipment and
material that are
usually modified
based on their skill
levels

(3)
children are taught
with equipment and
material that are
not modified to
suit their skill
levels

REFERENCES
(1)

(2)

teacher uses the text
Children Movinq or
other appropriate
references to help
plan lessons

CODE:

teacher occasionally
uses the text
Children Movinq or
other appropriate
references to help
plan lessons

(3)
teacher never uses
the test Children
Moving or other
appropriate
references to help
plan lessons

variations to the right are unacceptable;
variations to the left are acceptable

variations to the left are ideal as seen
by the researcher and workshop leader
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INNOVATION CONFIGURATION CHECKLIST:

REVISION 2

(TEACHER MODIFICATIONS)
HAWA
1. ASSESSMENT
(1)

(2)

children are assessed
for each skill using
teacher observation

children are assessed
for some skills using
teacher observation

assessment occurs
by teacher eyeballing
ongoing classes

assessment occurs
by teacher eyeballing
ongoing classes

(3)
children are not
assessed

2. RECORD-KEEPING
(1)

record sheet is used
to record assessment
(in two kindergar¬
ten classes) on each
skill for each child

(2)

record sheet is used
to record assessment
(in two kindergarten
classes) on some
skills for each child

(3)
no record is
kept

3. GROUPING
(1)

children are working
on tasks related to
their different
levels

4.

V

(2)

children are working
on tasks related to
their different
levels at least 50%
of the time

(3)
children are not
working on tasks
related to their
levels

TEACHING TECHNIQUE
(1)

teacher continually
readjusts tasks
according to pro¬
ficiency group needs
(as needed)

(2)
teacher occasionally
readjusts tasks
according to children
proficiency needs
(as needed)

(3)
teacher does not
readjust tasks
according to
group needs
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tasks are clear to
chi 1dren

tasks are clear to
children

tasks are not clear
to children

teacher observes
individuals and makes
specific comments
about their skill

teacher observes
individuals and
occasionally gives
feedback

teacher does not
give feedback to
children

5.

MATERIALS &
EQUIPMENT
(1)

(2)

children are taught
with equipment and
material that are
modified based on
their skill levels

6.

children are taught
with equipment and
material that are
usually modified
based on their skill
levels

(3)
children are taught
with equipment and
material that are
not modified to
suit their skill
levels

REFERENCES
(1)

(2)

teacher uses the text
Children Movinq or
other appropriate
references to help
plan lessons

CODE:

teacher occationally
uses the text
Children Movinq or
other appropriate
plan lessons

(3)
teacher never uses
the text Children
Movinq or other
appropriate
references to help
plan lessons

variations to the right are unacceptable;
variations to the left are acceptable

variations to the left are ideal as seen
by the researcher and workshop leader
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APPENDIX E

Data Collection Outline
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APPENDIX

DATA
(a)

COLLECTION

E

OUTLINE

Informal interview with workshop leader
-introduction to study
-Sut??nrofafdre*ses-Of
participants
outline of events since ProsPect*ve
workshop

(b)

Initial contact with teachers

(telephone)

-informal introduction to study
-meeting scheduled for further discussion
(c) Meeting with teachers
-more detailed description of study
-contracts presented and explained
-contracts signed
(d) Scheduling of first formal interviews
-workshop leader and teachers contacted
-date, place and time decided
-participants reminded that interviews will be
audiotaped
(e) Formal interview: workshop leader
-use of an interview guide (Patton, 1980)
-complete guide in Appendix B
-collect all documents given to teachers
(f) Formal

interview:

teachers

-use of an interview guide (Patton,
-complete guide in Appendix D
-collect all required documents

1980)

(g) Development of observation grids
-Innovation Configuration Checklist (Hall & Loucks,
1982)
-initial checklist developed by Gloudon
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(h>

Informal interview: workshop leader
-presented with checklist developed by Gloudon
-workshop leader input on components
-revision of the original list

( ^)

Informal

interview:

teachers

-presented with revised checklist
-teacher input on components
-revision of checklist
-individual checklist developed for each teacher
-schedule observations
(j)

Teacher observations
-observations of each teacher's classes when they
are using the innovation (with checklist)
-informal discussion for clarification
-during observations, short notes written under
appropriate component

(k)

Field notes
-the short notes under the different components in
the checklist will be expanded into field notes
-more detailed than checklist
-peer debriefer use

(1)

Final

interview

-meeting with all teachers, workshop leader and
investigator
-how do teachers talk^about the innovation
-how use of the innovation varies
-personal and contextual help and hindrances
-evolution of innovation use
-adaptations
-reactions to adaptations vs original ideas
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F

Documents

DOCUMENTS

Miscellaneous Items

ANALYSIS GRID:
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Evaluation

ranaeCf?omffhhe eff?ctlueness °*
program and these can
-^h -.yegular sPecific ar>d detailed diagnosis of
each individual s progress toward achievement of the
learning objective to the broader system-wide samplings
which indicate general areas of success or weakness. 9
A teacher continues a successful program of
instruction with an individual child when a specific
diagnosis indicates successful achievement of objectives,
but would change some materials, methods, or technigues
tor an individual student when indicators reflect little
or no progress.
In the same manner, system-wide
indicators should either promote the system to continue
successful components of a progam or to consider changes
m any portion of that same program which are not
achieving the desired results.
Indicators of
effectiveness are just that — indicators, but they are
signals that may point to some areas of strength or
weakness to be addressed in the on going program.
For the purposes of this program analysis document in
physical education, the following indicators and methods
will be used to evaluate this program:
1.

Given a fitness assessment, one of the following:
(A)
President's Physical Fitness Test, (B)
AAHPER Health Related Fitness Test, (C)
Physical
Fitness Index, (D)
Kindergarten Gross Motor
Developmental Screening, for grades three and
six, 80% of the third and sixth grade students
will be able to pass the minimum standard of the
required performance for each age group.
The
results of this assessment will be presented in
chart form to the Director of Elementary
Education.

2.

Given the skills assessment, the student
individual development level will be measured and
recorded at ages 5, 8, and 11 and the results
will be kept in their cumulative record.
This
will also include the child's involvement in the
sports program run by the Leisure Services
Department.
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3.

A questionnaire will be completed by a random
sampling of parents, students, staff.
They will
be asked to indicate
a.

The level of satisfaction with the
specific
instructional program in P.E.

b.

Student's attitude toward physical education
and their involvement in the sports program.

c.

The level of satisfaction concerning the
amount of communication that they have had
concerning the overall P.E. program.

The results of this questionnaire will be analyzed
and presented to the Director of Elementary Education.
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EVALUATION OF STUDENT PROGRESS IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION

SKILLS TESTS
RECORDING OF RESULTS
HELPING STUDENTS IMPROVE SKILL LEVELS

June 1987

Ade
Bern
Xhosa School District
Chiku
Dayo

Jaja

Workshop Leader
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TESTING GUIDE:

OVERHAND THROWING

Te_st for Precontrol and Control Levels:
Have students throw a baseball size shiffi^ h^n
«.
target from a distance of 15 feet
The wiii^11 *1 auwa11
be approximately four feet high a^d two and o^ha^^

"£de- Tr°

fUl1 length sheets of newspaper works well
should start three feet from the floor.

^
U

Instructions:
"Throw the ball hard at the wall target
from behind the line.
You mut use an overhand throw. Trv
to hit the target wth all five balls.
Equipment:
Five baseball size whiffle balls; two full
length sheets of newspaper; tape; a restraining line.

Test for Utilization and Proficiency:
Have a student pick up a rolling ball (yarn or whiffle
ball) and throw to a person who is running from base one
to base two.
The bases are 20 feet away.
Show a demonstration and use a skilled thrower and catcher
to roll the ball and serve as a runner.
Instructions:
"Catch the rolling ball and throw so the
person running can catch it.
You will get one practice
and then 5 trials".
Equipment:
Five whiffle balls; two base markers; one
restraining line.
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EVALUATION GUIDE:

OVERHAND THROWING

PRECONTROL

incorrect form to include:
incorrect grip and release
doesn’t shift weight
steps on same foot
elbow is held down & near side
Throws differently at time; is
inconsistent
Lacks force
Cannot hit target consistently; 50% or
less accuracy

CONTROL

Uses consistent form each time; form may
not be totally correct, but is
consistent from throw to throw

Uses

Hits target more than 50% of the attempts

UTILIZATION

Uses correct form
Shifts weight and steps on opposite
foot
Rotates hips and shoulders
Elbow is up and out from shoulder
Complete followthrough
Can pick up a rolling ball and throw with
correct form and accurately to the
runner over 50% of the attempts
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TESTING GUIDE:

CATCHING

Test for Precontrol and Control Levels:
Have students attempt to catch a 4 inch yarn ball or bean
bag which is tossed over an 8 to 10 foot high rope by an
experienced thrower.
y
y
Instructions:
rope to you.
floor."

"A soft yarn ball will be tossed over the
Try to catch the ball before it hits the

Give student a few practice tries.
evaluate.

Then give 5 trials and

Test for Utilization and Proficiency Levels:
Have the student run from one base to another, 15 to 20
feet apart, and try to catch a ball thrown from an
experienced thrower.
The thrower must be at least 15 feet
away from the catcher.
Instructions:
"Start running from this base to the other
base and try to catch the thrown ball."

y

Allow for several practice tries before scoring.
give 5 attempts.

Then
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EVALUATION GUIDE:

PRECONTROL

CATCHING

Uses incorrect form to include:
arms outstretched with little flexion
frequently turns head away and/or
closes eyes little absorption of
force or "giving" frequently uses
basket catch
Misses ball 50% or more of attempts

CONTROL

Uses consistent form each time; form may
not be totally correct, but is
consistent from catch to cath
Objects are caught with hands, not arms
Tracks objects with eyes
Over 50% of attempts are successful

UTILIZATION

Uses correct form
tracks objects
uses hands to catch and gives with
arms
Can move to catch objects; can catch even
when the object is not thrown directly
to him/her
Can catch an object while running over 50%
of attempts
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TESTING GUIDE:

DRIBBLING WITH HANDS

Test for Precontrol and Control Levels
Have students dribble a junior size basketball throuqh
°b®t®oles whlch are eight feet apart.
Dribble down
and back for a total of 80 feet.
Challenge students to
move as fast as possible.
Timing is recommended as an
for6testing6layout?5 abUity t0 C°ntr01 bal1’

See dia9ram

Instructions:
"Dribble the ball as fast as you can around
each cone down and back."
Give each student a practice try before scoring them.

Test for Utilization and Proficiency Levels
Have students dribble around three obstacles, take a quick
right angle turn, dribble around scattered obstacles,
shoot a basket and return.y Challenge students to move as
fast as possible.
See diagram for testing layout.
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EVALUATION GUIDE:

DRIBBLING WITH HANDS

PRECONTROL

Uses incorrect form to include:
slaps instead of pushes
uses palm instead of finger pads
ball bounces above chest and hand
Avoids non-dominant hand
Ball gets away from student
Frequently uses illegal dribble
two hands on ball
palming (hand under ball)
traveling or carrying the ball

CONTROL

Uses consistent form even though form is
not totally correct
Uses a legal dribble—no traveling or
palming
Dribbles through obstacles, but takes
intense concentration
Looks at ball and is deliberate

UTILIZATION

Travels quickly while dribbling
Uses both hands
Demonstrates excellent body control
Can look up while dribbling
Dribbles into good position to take an
accurate shot

PROFICIENCY

Excellent form
Looks effortless
Changes directions and speeds
Can control dribble in a game situation
(2 on 2 basketball)
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TESTING GUIDE:

STRIKING WITH A BAT

Test for Precontrol and Control Levels
Have students hit a softball si ze whiffle ball off a
batting tee (adjusted for their height) with a plast
ic
whiffleball bat.
Instructions:
"Hi t the ball so that it goes past the
pitchers mound and stays inside the playing boundaries,
You will get five swings ."

Test for Utilization and Proficiency Levels
Have students try to hit five throws by a skilled thrower
(usually the teacher) who stands about 15 feet from the
batter.
Instructions:
"I will toss five balls for you to hit.
Try to hit each one past me."
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EVALUATION GUIDE:

STRIKING WITH A BAT

PRECONTROL

uses incorrect form to include:
cross handed grip
swing is in a vertical
plane—chopping
body not facing tee
Miss hits ball
Hits the tee or tops the ball frequently

CONTROL

Uses consistent form even though form is
not totally correct
Swing is in a horizontal plane
Uses intense concentration—deliberate
Over 50% of attempts are successful
(solid hits past 30 feet)

UTILIZATION

Uses correct form to include:
tracks ball
rotates trunk, elbows are up and
away from body
swings level in a horizontal plane
weight transference to forward foot
uncocks wrists and follows through
Over 50% of attempts are solid hits past
30 feet

PROFICIENCY

Excellent form
Looks effortless
Able to hit to different fields
Able to hit pitches thrown at different
speeds
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TESTING GUIDE:

DRIBBLING WITH FEET

Test for Precontrol, Control, and Utilization Levels
Have student8 dribble a Nerf soccer ball through obstacles
nd then shoot at a goal.
Challenge students to move as
fast as possible.
See diagram for testing layout.

Instructions:
"Dribble the ball as fast as you can, but
you must go around the markers and then kick from anywhere
behind the line.
Try to kick the ball through the goal."
Give each student a practice try before scoring them.
Conduct the test on a grass field.
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EVALUATION GUIDE:

PRECONTROL

DRIBBLING WITH THE FEET

Uses incorrect form to include:
kicks under the ball rather than
through middle
uses toe not side of foot or instep
Can't control ball through the obstacles
Has to stop and redirect the ball
Ball is kicked far ahead rather than
dribbled
Avoids using both feet—non-dominant foot
rarely used

CONTROL

Uses consistent form
Uses side of foot or instep to dribble
Dribbles through obstacles, but takes
intense concentration
Looks at ball and is very deliberate
Travels slowly while dribbling
Dribbles ball ahead of body so weight can
be shifted into kick
V

UTILIZATION

Travels quickly while dribbling—jogs and
controls ball
Dribbles around obstacles smoothly
Dribbles ball into good position to kick
at goal
Able to make a forceful kick in intended
direction
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SOCCER ASSESSMENT
1. FROM THE RIGHT SIDE OF THE PENALTY AREA
NAME

TRIAL

5

2. FROM THE LEFT SIDE OF THE PENALTY AREA
NAME

trial

5

3. CORNER KICKS
Y

FROM THE LEFT SIDE KICK THE BALL INTO THE TARGET AREA AND SCORE EACH
TRIAL
NAME

TRIAL

1

2

3

4

5
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